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Abstract

The paper analyses the English analytical caustaive constructions with the
verbs have, get and make and their Czech translation counterparts. The
syntactic description of the English constructions considers di�erent com-
plementation of the causative verbs (present and past participle, in�nitive),
transitivity of the non-�nite verb, as well as the in/animacy of the sentence
participants. The analysis of data from a parallel corpus of Czech and En-
glish revealed associations between these features and the types of English
causative constructions di�erentiated by the three causative verbs. It was
also found out that there is a correlation between the English causative con-
structions and some speci�c Czech translation types. In Czech, analytical
causative constructions and syntactic restructurations appear to be the most
frequent type of translation of the English analytical causative constructions.

Keywords: causativity, translation counterparts, analytical constructions

Abstrakt

P°edkládaná práce se zabývá anglickými analytickými kauzativními kon-
strukcemi se slovesy have, get a make a jejich £eskými p°ekladovými
prot¥j²ky. Anglické v¥ty budou popsány z hlediska komplementace slovesa
(konkurence minulého p°í£estí, in�nitivu a p°ítomného p°í£estí), tranzitiv-
ity ne�nitního slovesa a ne/ºivotnosti ú£astník· slovesného d¥je. Analýza
dat z paralelního korpusu £e²tiny a angli£tiny ukázala vztahy mezi t¥mito
charakteristikami a typem anglických kauzativních konstrukcí (rozli²ených
na základ¥ p°ítomnosti jednoho ze t°í kauzativních sloves). Zárove¬ byla
nalezena korelace mezi anglickými kauzativními slovesy a n¥kterými typy
£eských p°ekladových prot¥j²k·. Z pohledu £e²tiny se zdá, ºe hlavními
p°ekladovými typy anglických kauzativních konstrukcí jsou jejich analytické
obdoby v £e²tin¥ a syntaktické restrukturace.

Klí£ová slova: kauzativita, p°ekladové prot¥j²ky, analytické konstrukce
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Introduction

Causative constructions seem to have a special status in linguistics and, pre-

sumably, in language too. The notion of cause and e�ect, which lies at their

centre, is believed to be fundamental in the whole of human cognition. Lako�

and Johnson, for example, state that it is a �basic human concept� ((Lako�

& Johnson, 1980) cited by Gilquin (2010, p. 1)).

Analytical causative constructions are one of the way a causative situation

can be expressed in English. From the point of view of the typology of

languages, it utilizes the basic principle of creating meaning in English, i.e.

the analytical principle. On the following pages, the structural and semantic

di�erences of the constructions connected with three typical causative verbs,

namely have, get and make, will be discussed.

Firstly, the constructions will be discussed in the context of what real-

life matter they actually express and what are some other possible ways of

expressing the same information. Then the description of the syntactic and

semantic properties of the structures follows. This paper is also concerned

with the Czech translation counterparts of the English analytical construc-

tions. We suppose that their comparison with the original sentences may

provide a broader picture than when the English constructions would be

analyzed on their own.

The classi�cation of the Czech translation types is not as developed as

the classi�cation of English causative verbs. Therefore it is one of the aims

of this paper to �nd out criteria that would enable reliable classi�cation of

the translation types.
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Chapter 1

General view on causative

constructions

Causative constructions are one of the means how the notion of causation can

be expressed in language. For the sake of clear analysis of these constructions,

the situation to which they refer will be discussed �rst.

1.1 Causative Situation

By causative situation we understand two events, one of which is interpreted

as the result of the other. This interpretation is done by the speaker, who

believes that the resulting event would not have occurred were it not for the

occurrence of the causing event (Shibatani, 1976, p. 2).

In the following example, two events are described by two separate sen-

tences:

(1) a. Anna started playing one of Chopin's waltzes.

b. Everybody was delighted.

If the speaker believes that (1-b) happened as a result of (1-a), i.e. everybody

was delighted because Anna started playing, then both events are parts of a

causative situation.
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The causative relationship between two events may be inferred from the

context itself, but at the same time, languages make it possible to express

this relationship explicitly.

1.2 Expressing Causation

1.2.1 Complex sentence

One of the options to indicate the causative relationship between two events

is to form a complex sentence. In the following restatement of example (1),

the resulting event is expressed by the main clause, and the dependent clause

corresponds to the causing event:

(2) Everybody was delighted because Anna started playing one of Chopin's

waltzes.

While all the information from (1) is preserved here, the subordinate con-

junction because adds to it by marking one of the events as the result of the

other.

1.2.2 Simple sentence with an adverbial

To express the same relationship, the speaker may use a simple sentence with

an adverbial. In (3-a) and (3-b), the adverbials represent the causing and

resulting events respectively:

(3) a. Everybody was delighted because of Anna's playing.

b. To everybody's delight, Anna started playing one of Chopin's

waltzes.

As seen in (3-a), the causing event, represented by the adverbial, is reduced.

The scope and focus of the reduction depends on the speaker's presentation.

In any case, the adverbial is an additional, peripheral element in a clause

whose core arguments denote only one of the two events forming a causative

situation.
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1.2.3 Causative construction

A causative construction can be seen as a transition between a complex sen-

tence and a simple sentence with an adverbial. In a causative construction,

unlike in a complex sentence, the �causing event is not overtly speci�ed�

(Kemmer & Verhagen, 1994, p.117), but at the same time, it is still im-

plied within the core arguments of the clause, which distinguishes causative

constructions from simple clauses with adverbials:

(4) Anna made everybody dance.

Although we are not told what the exact cause of the dancing is, the causing

event is still represented by its agent, Anna and the verb, made.1.

1.3 Types of Causative Constructions

Generally, three types of causative constructions are distinguished: analyti-

cal, morphological and lexical. In terms of structure, the major di�erence be-

tween these types lies in the amount of in/dependence between the elements

expressing the cause and the e�ect. Both elements are always dependent

�conceptually� (Kemmer & Verhagen, 1994, p. 117), but the distinguishing

factor is the degree to which this conceptual tightness is expressed by formal

means (Comrie, 1989, p. 166).

1.3.1 Analytical causative constructions

Analytical causative constructions contain two separate lexical items corre-

sponding to the two events of the causative situation. The �rst lexical item is

a periphrastic (also analytical or overt) causative verb expressing the cause,

such as English make and Czech dát in the following example:
1Linguists have not agreed on whether causative constructions are mono� or bi�clausal

(Wol�, Song, & Driscoll, 2002, p.613). In example (4), we see that there are two verbs
corresponding to two events. However, only one verb is �nite. There is also a related
debate on whether the constructions are derived by reduction from complex sentences
(Comrie, 1989) or whether they are �built up from simpler structural/conceptual units�
(Kemmer & Verhagen, 1994, p.116)
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(5) a. He made her cry.

b. Dal jsem jí v¥d¥t.

The second item is usually the lexical verb expressing the resulting action or

state. Although both notions of cause and e�ect are indicated by two distinct

words, these words are inseparable from each other. The �rst word has all

the grammatical properties of a main verb but limited semantics so that it

requires the second non-�nite verb, which carries the core lexical meaning.

1.3.2 Morphological causatives

In morphological causatives, the closeness of the two elements is even more

apparent. The lexical verb denoting the resulting event undergoes a morpho-

logical change that adds the notion of cause to its meaning. Generally, the

morphological change in question is a�xation as it is illustrated by the next

example from Czech:

(6) Jeho poznámka v²echny roze-smála.

In present-day English, the only highly productive causative su�x is �ize

as in modern � modernize (Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985,

p.1557). However, it is not a deverbal but a deadjectival su�x.2

1.3.3 Lexical causatives

In many cases, the notion of cause and e�ect cannot be broken into two

separate elements as we saw above. Both elements are then inherent in

the very meaning of a single verb without any formal indications of their

distinction. Such a verb than represents �maximal conceptual closeness of

the causal and e�ected predicate� (Kemmer & Verhagen, 1994, p.118) and

is called a lexical (or covert) causative. Examples of lexical causatives are

plentiful in both Czech (zamknout, pustit, sloºit) and English (save, send,

cook).
2Verbs derived in this way are classi�ed not as causative, but as factitive in Czech

linguistic tradition (�ermák & �tichauer, 2010, p.1). In English linguistics, the term
factitive is sometimes used for atributive ditransitive verbs (They elected him chairman).
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1.3.4 Language di�erences

Comrie (1989) notes that the three types of causative constructions should

not be seen as entirely distinct categories but rather as three partly overlap-

ping areas on a continuum. At one pole of the continuum, there are analytical

causative constructions, morphological causatives are in the middle, and at

the other end, there are purely lexical causatives.3

What distinguishes analytical and morphological causatives on the one

hand and lexical causatives on the other is the productivity (Shibatani, 1976,

p. 2). Ideally, analytical causative verbs such as English make and causative

a�xes such as Czech roz� would combine freely with non-causative verbs to

form their causative counterparts. On the other hand, forming a new lexical

causative means creating a new word (or changing the meaning of an existing

one), which happens comparatively rarely.

The choice of using one type of productive causative constructions rather

than the other (i.e. analytical or morphological) depends on typological char-

acteristics of the given language (Shibatani, 1976, pp. 2-3). Although the cor-

relation is not perfect, it would be reasonable to expect analytical causatives

in English, which is predominantly an isolating language, and morphological

causatives in Czech.

However, �ermák and �tichauer (2010) challenge the idea about Czech

pre�xes being a dominant causative structure in the language. They have

shown that the use of causative pre�xes in Czech was the least frequent

means of translating Spanish and Italian analytical causative constructions.

In the light of the �ndings of this research, we cannot expect the relation-

ship between Czech and English causative expressions to be straightforward

either.

1.3.5 Semantic Di�erences

The three basic types of causative constructions do not di�er only on formal

grounds. When two corresponding constructions may be used (i.e. usually

3For examples of the transitional states on the analytical-morphological-lexical spec-
trum, see Comrie (1989, pp. 169-170).
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a nonproductive � lexical, and a productive � analytical or morphological

causative), the semantic di�erences between them come to the fore. Shibatani

(1976, p. 29) illustrates the non-synonymity of a lexical causative and a

related analytical construction by the following example:

(7) a. I didn't stand the child up, but I had/made him stand up.

b. I didn't have/make the child stand up, but I stood him up.

The fact that the a�rmative and negative forms of one clause can be con-

joined in such a manner without any logical contradiction demonstrates that

there is a semantic di�erence present (cf. the logical contradiction when con-

joining an active clause with its passivized form). Despite this di�erence,

Gilquin (2010, p. 68) notes that the two variants may be used to refer to the

same situation, but even then they represent various conceptual understand-

ings of reality.

The main problem is to de�ne the nature of this semantic di�erence.

Kemmer and Verhagen (1994, p. 120) speak about three types of oppositions

universally relevant for the meaning of causative constructions: physical ver-

sus non-physical causation, direct versus mediated causation and cause per

se versus enablement and permission; Shibatani (1976, p. 31) understands

the directive versus manipulative causation opposition to be the most promi-

nent; while Gilquin (2010, p. 68) stresses the contrast between direct and

indirect causation. Despite the surface terminological dissimilarities, at the

core of these suggestions, there is is a common focus on the distinction be-

tween a straightforward action (the case of lexical causatives, e.g. I stood the

child up,) and an action that undertakes some kind of diversion (periphrastic

causatives, e.g. I made the child stand up.) This opposition will also be

relevant in a later discussion of analytical causatives in English.

1.3.6 Semantic Roles

As the result of the theoretical attention the causative constructions have

won, the constituents of these structures were described in new terms. Within

the constructions, three participants are distinguished: causer, causee

12



and patient. Kemmer and Verhagen (1994, p. 119) describe the causer

as �the entity causing the entire event�, the causee as �the entity carrying

out the activity designated by the e�ected predicate� (i.e. the �nal focal

activity) and the patient4 as �the entity that is the endpoint of the energy

(literal or metaphorical) expended in the entire causative event.� In addition,

Gilquin (2010) uses the term effect for the second, lexical verb. With

this terminology, analytical causative constructions can be described in the

following way:

(8) The shock
Causer

made
caus. verb

him
Causee

drop
e�ect

the glass.
Patient

4Kemmer and Verhagen (1994, p. 119) use the term a�ectee, but the term patient is
more widely accepted.
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Chapter 2

English analytical causative

constructions

Since there is no deverbal causative su�x in present-day English (see sec-

tion 1.3.2), analytical causatives are the only productive means of expressing

causation. Although for this study, only the constructions with verbs make,

have and get were used, there are many other verbs that can be classi�ed

as periphrastic causatives (Wol� et al. (2002) found 49 such verbs). The

three verbs in question here were chosen because they form a prototypical,

well-documented group and can be expected to occur relatively frequently

in the language. This makes them a good subject matter for a contrastive

study.

2.1 Syntactic structure

As mentioned in section 1.3.1, the form of the construction consists of two

verbs, viz. a �nite periphrastic verb designating the causal predicate and a

non-�nite lexical verb designating the e�ected predicate. Which non-�nite

verb form is acceptable in a given context depends on the periphrastic caus-

ative since it is the main predicate of the whole construction, the e�ect being

its complement.
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[X get Y Vto_inf ] At one time we couldn't get Jessy to talk.

[X get Y Vpp] We'll get everything sorted out this week.

[X get Y Vprp] Couldn't get these earphones working.

[X have Y Vinf ] I had Elsie go on Wednesday night.

[X have Y Vpp] Did you have the blades sharpened?

[X have Y Vprp] You better not have that tape working, is it on?

[X make Y Vinf ] But I made him put his coat on.

[X be made Vto_inf ] They're being taken to court and made to pay.

[X make Y Vpp] They made their voices heard at the conference.

Table 2.1: English periphrastic causative constructions (adapted from
Gilquin (2010, p. 20))

In accord with Gilquin (2010), we distinguish the following periphrastic

constructions with the verbs make, have and get: make complemented by

a bare in�nitive, past participle or � in passive � a to-in�nitive; have with a

bare in�nitive, past participle or a present participle; and get complemented

by a to-in�nitive, past participle or a present participle. The constructions

and their examples from British National Corpus are summarized in Table

2.1, adapted from Gilquin (2010).

Considering the examples given in Table 2.1 with respect to the three

semantic roles described in section 1.3.6, it becomes obvious that the or-

der of the roles may di�er from the typical sentences used to illustrate the

periphrastic causative structures and that sometimes the participants may

remain unexpressed. Below, there are three examples from the table.

(1) a. At one time we couldn't get Jessy to talk.

b. They made their voices heard at the conference.

c. They're being taken to court and made to pay.

Neither of the sentences from (1) fully matches the formula: causer �

causative verb � causee � e�ect � patient. In (1-a), there is no patient; in

(1-b), the causee is missing and the patient stands between the causative verb

and the e�ect; �nally in (1-c), it is the causer and the patient that are not

present in the sentence and the causee stands in the subject position. How-

ever, the participants are not present in the sentences for di�erent reasons.
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While the patient is the only optional element in periphrastic causative con-

structions (Gilquin, 2010, p. 66) and its presence is determined only by the

valency of the verb representing the e�ect, the causer and causee must always

be present in the structure � at least � �at the conceptual level� (Gilquin,

2010, p. 66).

Obviously in (1-c), the causer is not expressed since the sentence is in

passive. That is also why the causee, typically in the object position, is

moved to the front. (1-b) may be less obvious, but it can be analyzed in a

similar manner: the e�ected predicate represents a passivized clause (their

voices were heard at the conference), where the same processes took place,

viz. subject deletion and object fronting. When the clause was reduced to

the e�ected predicate, the auxiliary be was omitted.

If one adopts this (generative) approach, further questions arise. For

example in (2), there is just one verb and thus the sentence would not be

classi�ed as a periphrastic causative construction by many researchers.

(2) All the food around made her hungry.

However, both the notions of cause and e�ect are present. The causative

situation can be expressed in two separate events or states: there was much

food and she was hungry. If we accept their voices heard as a reduction of

their voices were heard, there are not many grounds on which not to accept

she hungry as a reduction of she was hungry. One possible argument against

this analogy is the nature of the verb be. In the �rst case, it is an auxiliary; in

the second, it is a linking verb. However, neither of them has a full semantic

content that could be seen as an obstacle for reduction.

We will leave the issue of predicate adjectives and nouns (cf. they made

me a criminal) aside as its de�nite resolution is not necessary for the purpose

of this work, but one more remark should be made about valency properties

within periphrastic causative constructions.

The number of participants is not limited to three, but each predicate

keeps its own arguments (Comrie, 1989, p. 175). Thus, if the e�ect is ex-

pressed by a ditransitive verb, there will be four participants in the whole

structure as in I made him send a letter to the editor (Kemmer & Verhagen,
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1994, p. 123). Such sentences are not expected to be found particularly often

in English, but at the same time, they may occur.

2.2 Semantics

To the description of syntax of analytical causative structures, the domain

of semantics is closely related. In fact, the various forms which were shown

above stem from the lexical di�erences between the causative verbs have,

get and make. In some contexts, the speci�c semantic content of the verbs

is apparent, but in some contexts there might be an overlap in their usage.

However, even in those cases where more words could be properly used, one

should expect some semantic di�erences between the possible expressions.

Shibatani's (1976) account of the relationship between analytical and lex-

ical causative constructions further complicates the picture. Where both

types of expression are possible, the lexical causative usually involves a no-

tion of physical manipulation of a non-volitional causee (the so called manip-

ulative causation) whereas the analytical construction often implies giving

some sort of directions to a volitional causee (directive causation). This is

illustrated by the following examples from Shibatani (1976, pp. 31-32):

(3) a. John moved the chair.

b. John made Bill move.

There is not always a corresponding lexical causative at hand; in such situa-

tions the analytical construction can express both directive and manipulative

causation as illustrated by the sentence from Shibatani (1976, p. 35):

(4) I made John fall into the pool.

Although this account might seem too general and simplistic, it points out

to an important fact, namely that �the entire range of the meaning of a

productive causative form is not predictable by looking at the form alone�

(Shibatani, 1976, p. 36). The scope of this work does not allow us to inves-

tigate the details of the relationship between productive and nonproductive
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causative forms, but one should remember that the meaning of verbs, de-

scribed below in general terms, might also be in�uenced by factors out of the

scope of a given analytical construction.

The lexical characteristics of the verbs in question also determine certain

semantic characteristics of the sentence participants such as in/animacy of

the causer and causee, in/voluntarity of the e�ect as well as more formal as-

pects of the sentence structure such as the possibility of the passivisation of

the causative verb or the lexical verb representing the e�ect. Thus, although

the following description deals predominantly with semantics, some digres-

sions to syntax will be bene�cial for understanding the analytical causatives

better.

2.2.1 Have

Gilquin (2003, p. 125) notes that causative have and get are often presented

as synonyms due to their common syntactic properties. Indeed, both verbs

can be complemented by a past or present participle, by a bare in�nitive in

the case of have and a full in�nitive in the case of get. Moreover, in some

sentences, the two verbs seem to be completely interchangeable: I got/had

my hair cut (Gilquin, 2003, p. 125). In spite of these similarities, we will see

that the verbs should be treated separately.

The use of causative have is characterized by Wierzbicka (1998, pp. 120-

122) in the following way: the relationship between the causer and the causee

implies such a hierarchy that the causee has e�ectively no way of not per-

forming the action desired by the causer. At the same time it is not implied

that the causer would need to put a special e�ort into achieving the resulting

action or state. In other words, the causee is not seen as an obstacle not will-

ing to perform the action for the causer. Furthermore, the ultimate goal of

the causer seems not to be primarily associated with the causee. Instead, the

causee is seen as �an instrument in achieving some objective� (Wierzbicka,

1998, p. 122).

This analysis brings further implications, as described by Wierzbicka

(1998, p. 122): the e�ected predicate is normally a transitive verb because
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intransitive verbs are less likely to correspond with the causer's focus on a

goal di�erent from the causee's action per se. The relative unimportance of

the causee is further demostrated by the fact that the have construction

does not allow for passivization of the main predicate. If passivization was

possible, the causee would be given the topic position in the sentence which

would be against the semantics of causative have. On the other hand, the

passivization of the e�ected predicate occurs frequently as its object is often

the center of the causer's attention. The behaviour of the two predicates in

the have construction with respect to passivization is demonstrated by the

following example:

(5) a. I had a mechanic repair my car.

b. *A mechanic was had to repair my car.

c. I had my car repaired.

In fact, out of the three non�nite phrases complementing causative have,

the past participle is the most common (about 83%), followed by the present

participle and the in�nitive (each about 9%) (Gilquin, 2010, p. 48).

2.2.1.1 sentence participants

Speaking about �causer's desire� or �causee's will� in the preceding overview

of the semantic content of have implies animacy of both the causer and the

causee. This is indeed the case in the majority of constructions, but there

are also examples of inanimate causers or causees. Speci�cally, when have

is complemented by the present participle, inanimate causee is to be found

in about 44% of all the instances of the construction, yet �. . . most of these

inanimate causees refer to objects with some energy of their own [such as]

computers, cars, tape recorders and dishwashers� (Gilquin, 2010, p. 119) or

boiler in the follwing example adapted from Gilquin (2010, p. 119):

(6) If you've used all your hot water, you can't have that boiler going for

an hour or two, can you?
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In the other types of complementation, animate causees dominate more

clearly: 78% in the case of the in�nitive and almost 100% if have is comple-

mented by the past participle (Gilquin, 2010, p. 118). For causers, animacy

is even more dominant: 97% in in�nitival and present participial comple-

mentation, and almost 100% in past participial complementation (Gilquin,

2010, p. 112).

In terms of the category of e�ect, volitionality (i.e. dependence on the

causee's will) is to be found in 57% of the constructions with an in�nitive,

in 49% of the present participle constructions, and 99% of the constructions

with the past participle (Gilquin, 2010, p. 128). The percentages for causer,

causee and the e�ect illustrate the relationship between the three types of

have constructions. While the most dominant past participle category is the

most stable and specialised for interpersonal communication, the meaning of

the two other categories is not as strictly de�ned and is suitable for a larger

scale of situations, namely those where the causee is not animate.

2.2.2 Get

In contrast to have, causative get does not imply any hierarchy that would

guarantee that the causer's desire will be ful�lled by the causee. On the

contrary, the causee is often seen as not initially willing to perform what the

causer would like him/her to so that the causer needs to put special e�ort

into persuading the causee to do so. Ultimately, the causee is acting on his

or her will (Wierzbicka, 1998, pp. 124-125).

Similarly, with respect to frequency of the three non-�nite phrases com-

plementing causative get, the picture is di�erent from what we saw with

the have constructions. The past participle has about 62% share of the

constructions with get, the to-in�nitive takes about 28% and the present

participle about 10% (Gilquin, 2010, p. 48). The smaller proportion of past

participial complement shows that the causee is not demoted as often and

that its importance might be higher than in the case of the have construc-

tions. However, the importance of the causee goes not as far as that it could

be fronted by the means of main predicate passivization.
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2.2.2.1 sentence participants

The realization of the causer, causee and e�ect is to a great extent similar

to what we saw in section 2.2.1.1. Although the causee is predominantly

animate, here again, we see that the present participial complementation is

frequently connected with inanimate causees such as �machines that appear

to have will of their own� (Wierzbicka, 1998, p. 124) as seen in the example

from Gilquin (2010, p. 119):

(7) Couldn't get these earphones working.

Thus an animate causee is present only in 37% instances of the present par-

ticipial get constructions compared to 92% of the in�nitive constructions

and almost 100% of the past participle constructions (Gilquin, 2010, p. 118).

The causer is mostly animate too, but in contrast to causative have, get

allows for about one tenth of its causers to be inanimate. Other types of the

get constructions and the predominant frequency of animate causers (about

99% for both the in�nitive and the past participle (Gilquin, 2010, p. 112))

are comparable to the frequencies of the have counterparts.

Not suprisingly, non-volitional e�ects are found mainly in the present

participial get constructions since these occur frequently with inanimate

causees which cannot perform volitional action. Volitional e�ects in the

present participle constructions constitute only about 34% in contrast to

89% of the in�nitive and 99% of the past participle constructions (Gilquin,

2010, p. 128). Again, from these statistics we can conclude that causative

get complemented by a past participle exhibits the most specialized and

�well-behaved� category while the other two types of complementation are

not as strictly semantically limited.

2.2.3 Make

The make constructions are quite di�erent from their have and get coun-

terparts. The �rst di�erence is that make is used much more often for

situations not dealing with interpersonal communication and therefore we

cannot simplify its general description by focusing on animate participants
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only, as we did in the preceding sections. In what follows, the meaning of

causative make will be presented separately for interpersonal and impersonal

causation.

To start with interpersonal causation, make like have implies an unequal

relationship between the causer and the causee, but the resulting action is

perceived to be performed unwillingly by the causee, which is not the case in

the have constructions (Wierzbicka, 1998, p. 121). This is the most tradi-

tional account of causative make, but as Gilquin (2010, pp. 129-130) points

out, such �coertive� meaning of the verb is not the most frequent one since

the conditions necessary for such an interpretation of causative situation (i.e.

animacy of the causer and the causee and a volitional e�ect) are found only

in a relatively small number of cases (16% for make + in�nitive 47% for

passive make + to-in�nitive and 7% for make + past participle). More-

over, Wierzbicka (1998, pp. 128-135) distinguishes �ve other meanings of

the interpersonal make constructions based on the semantics of the e�ect:

�make someone feel something�, �make someone think something� and �make

someone want something� are closely related yet the notion of unwillingness

on the part of the e�ect is not present. Closer to the coertive make is �the

make of involuntary emotional response� (e.g. He made her laugh/cry), but

such emotional responses do not fall nicely into the semantic category of

volitional e�ects since it is questionable whether they can be evoked will-

ingly. Lastly, even though �making something happen to someone� can have

the same structure as other constructions (e.g. They made me stumble), it

presents the causative situation in a di�erent way as the self-explanatory

name suggests.

The impersonal causation types are mostly analogous to the interpersonal

ones. Wierzbicka (1998, pp. 138-147) distinguishes, among others, between

the �make of subjective necessity,� which is close to the coertive have (The

strike made me stay at home); and �a mishap blamed on an object or event,�

cf. �making something happen to someone� (It made me stumble). �make

someone feel/think/want something� with inanimate causers falls also into

the category of impersonal causation.
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Arguably, causative make is semantically more complex than get and

have. Its exceptional status is also illustrated by the types of structures in

which it appears and their frequencies. It seems that in some cases, it may be

the causee that is in the centre of the causer's attention. Thus topicalization

may take place and the main predicate can be passivized as in the following

example (Wierzbicka, 1998, p. 122):

(8) He was made to pump tyres every morning.

Although make in passive occurs only in 8% of all the make constructions

(Gilquin, 2010, p. 48), unlike in the case of have and get, it is a possible

and natural expression. Further, the relative importance of the causee is also

supported by the very low frequency of make with the past participle (2%

(Gilquin, 2010, p. 48)), which was the most frequent type of complementation

in the constructions with the other causative verbs. For make, the most

frequent complementation is the bare in�nitive (90%), constituting also the

most frequent and the �most �exible� causative construction analyzed by

Gilquin (2010).

2.2.3.1 sentence participants

With respect to sentence participants, the �exibility of make becomes also

apparent. The animate causer occurs only in about half of the most frequent

make+ in�nitive constructions. It is more characteristic of the constructions

with passive make + in�nitive (90%) and of the past participial complemen-

tation (81%) (Gilquin, 2010, p. 112). The causee is animate in about 71% of

the make + in�nitive, 48% of the be made + in�nitive and occurs always

in the limited constructions with the past participle (Gilquin, 2010, p. 118).

The e�ect tends to be non-volitional in all the three types (74%, 66% and

90% (Gilquin, 2010, p. 128)).
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Chapter 3

Causation in Czech

Compared to the situation in English linguistics, the description of causativ-

ity in Czech is much less elaborate. It seems that Czech does not rely to such

an extent on one universal method to express causativity. While in English,

there is always � or where the semantics allows � an analytical construction

at hand, Czech does not have such a highly productive causative structure.

Thus, in order to express a causative situation, it uses to a di�erent extent

various means, be it lexical causatives, morphological or analytical structures

or multi-clause expressions.

In Czech grammars, causative verbs are classi�ed on the basis of their

semantics. They form a category called �active mutational verbs�1. Muta-

tional verbs encode a change in time from one state to another one while

both of the sates must be semantically speci�able. In contrast to simple mu-

tation, active mutational verbs take the cause of the change as one of their

participants (Karlík, Grepl, Nekula, & Rusínová, 1995, p. 32).

Classi�cation of Czech causative constructions according to formal crite-

ria is best summarized in Karlík, Nekula, and Pleskalová (2002, pp. 412-413).

Causative verbs can be divided into two major groups according to whether

they are derived by some processes from a corresponding non-causative form

(derivational causatives2) or whether no such relationship can be found (se-

1ak£n¥ muta£ní predikáty
2slovotvorná kauzativa
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mantic causatives3). Four types of the word formation causatives are distin-

guished: deverbal derivates formed by stem modi�cation (sed¥t → posadit);

deverbal derivatives formed by pre�x roz� (plakat → rozplakat); deadjecti-

val derivatives (být suchý → su²it) and dere�exive derivatives (rozbít se →
rozbít). Semantic causatives are the verbs that contain the notion of cau-

sation inherently, i.e. they do not rely � from a present-day perspective �

on morphological markers to encode causation. They are either suppletive

(spadnout → shodit), when two formally unrelated verbs express a corre-

sponding non-causative and causative meaning, or they are syntactic, when

both non-causative and causative meaning is expressed by the same verb

form di�ering only in the number of participants it accepts (Pavel zblbnul →
Petr zblbnul Pavla).

In addition, Karlík et al. (2002, p. 413) identify two types of analytical

causatives. The �rst one consists of a verb with categorical meaning of causa-

tion and a subordinate clause or a noun phrase expressing the evoked change

(Mrazy zp·sobily to, ºe vymrzly ozimy/vymrznutí ozim·); the second type

consists of a verb with categorical meaning of initiation and a non�nite phrase

referring to the desired change (Otec dal/nechal synovi zm¥°it tlak). Strictly

speaking, only the latter type, with the causative verbs �nechat, dát�, seems

to correspond to how the analytical causative constructions are described for

English since only this type joins the two predicates corresponding to the

causing and resulting event into a clause.4

When analyzing the Czech translations of English causative construc-

tions, we must expect also other expressions than lexical, morphological, or

analytical causatives. �ermák and �tichauer (2010, p. 5) point out to the

fact that Spanish and Italian causative constructions are often translated

by non-causative structures where the participants have di�erent syntactical

roles from the original. They illustrate it by the following example:
3sémantická kauzativa
4In section 1.2.3, it has been noted that the question of whether analytical constructions

are mono� or bi� clausal has not been resolved. Here, we understand a clause to be signaled
by the main (i.e. �nite) verb.
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(1) El
The

manual
manual

me
I-acc

hizo
made

ver
see

. . .

Z p°íru£ky jsem vy£etl . . .

�ermák and �tichauer (2010, p. 6) also present the frequency of di�er-

ent structures which appeared as translations of Spanish and Italian caus-

ative constructions. The leading structure is the semantic causative5 (47%

for Spanish and 50% for Italian) followed by non-causative structures with

changed syntactic roles of the participants (22% for Spanish and 21% for

Italian). The third construction in terms of frequency is the analytical caus-

ative with verbs �dát, nechat� (11% for Spanish and 9% for Italian). The

least frequent is the deverbal causative formed by the pre�x �roz�� (4% for

Spanish and 1% for Italian).

It remains to bee seen whether similar results will be revealed by the

English � Czech comparison. Since we can expect the distribution of Czech

translation counterparts to be close to the study by �ermák and �tichauer

(2010), we can take a step further and focus on whether speci�c types of

Czech translations correlate with factors such as in/animacy of the partici-

pants or the type of syntactic complementation of the causative verb (in�ni-

tive, present or past participle). However, the scope of this work does not

allow a full representative statistical analysis of the correlation, which might

be, after all, better achieved by a research focusing on Czech language only.

5�ermák and �tichauer (2010) do not distinguish between suppletive and syntactic
types of semantic causatives, it is also not clear whether such morphological causatives as
deverbal derivatives formed by stem modi�cation are treated as semantic causatives.
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Chapter 4

Method and material

For the collection of the data, the parallel corpus InterCorp1 was used. In

order to control possible confounding factors, only the books that were writ-

ten by a British (or Canadian) author in the second half of the 20th century

and belong to the category of �ction were chosen.2 The books are given in

Table 4.1.

book author/translator year of publication/
translation

label

Lucky Jim Kingsley Amis 1954 <LJ>

�´astný Jim Ji°í Mucha 1959

Rendezvous with Rama Arthur C. Clarke 1972 <RR>

Setkání s Rámou Zden¥k Volný 1984

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Douglas Adams 1979 <HG>

Stopa°·v pr·vodce po galaxii Jana Hollanová 1991

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone J. K. Rowling 1997 <HP>

Harry Potter a Kámen mudrc· Vladimír Medek 2000

The English Patient Michael Ondaatje 1992 <EP>

Anglický pacient Eva Masnerová 1997

Table 4.1: The subcorpus of the InterCorp

1�eský národní korpus � InterCorp. Ústav �eského národního korpusu FF UK, Praha.
Accessed 12.04.2012, <http://www.korpus.cz>.

2In June 2012, the parallel corpus InterCorp was extended. However, at the time of
excerption of the data, only �ve books ful�lled the criteria.
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The excerption of the causative structures from the data was done semi-

automatically. At the �rst stage, for each of the three causative verbs (make,

get and have) a query was made via the Corpus Query Language. The

query searched for the occurrence of the causative verb, followed by 1 to 5

other lexical items and another verb. The number 5 as the maximal distance

between the causative and the lexical verb was chosen during experimentation

with the search. It seems that with larger distances, the precision of the query

drops radically while the increase of the recall is negligible (in other words,

the query returns more and more results, but almost none of these is an

analytical construction).

The second stage of the excerption was a manual selection of the causative

constructions. The automatic selection of the analytical causative construc-

tion based only on the part-of-speech tags returned a large number of �false

positives�, which had to be discarded. One of the falsely returned results of

the query is shown in the example (1):

(1) I'll send the robot down to get them and bring them up here. <HG>

In the query, conjunctions were allowed to stand between the main and the

lexical verb in order to allow for coordination of multiple causees (They made

him and all his family leave the town.) Without any syntactic annotation of

the data, it is almost impossible to handle coordination correctly.

Moreover, some constructions allow for more readings as it is illustrated

by example (2):

(2) So useful to have him swooping around like an overgrown bat. <HP>

Where more readings were possible, the sentence was not considered to be

an instance of a causative construction. The process of manual annotation

reduced the amount of the data from 147 to 40 instances in the case of get,

from 399 to 10 instances in the case of have and from 273 to 144 instances in

the case of make. The number of causative make constructions was further

reduced to the �nal 102 instances to comply with the usual size of the data

for a bachelor thesis.
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The �rst step of the analysis consisted in the classi�cation of the English

constructions with respect to the type of the causative construction (the

causative verb, the form of the e�ect verb) the in/animate character of the

participants, and the in/transitivity e�ects. In the second step, the Czech

translation counterparts were classi�ed on two levels: �rstly, the seman-

tic criteria were considered, speci�cally, which of the causative construction

constituents (causer, causee, e�ect) were retained in the translation; sec-

ondly, the classi�cation was complemented by an analysis from the syntactic

perspective.

The size of the data and their distribution is not suitable for a thorough

statistical analysis. However, sometimes the statistics was used to determine

which of the frequencies encountered during the research were worth inter-

preting and which were not signi�cant. For detecting the signi�cance of a

relationship between variables, the Fisher's exact test was used most often

because it is suitable for nominal data with small sample sizes. Once, when

the sample size allowed, the χ2 test was used because it enables comparison

of the encountered and expected frequencies. In accord with many research

papers in the Humanities, the signi�cance level was set to α = 0.05. All the

calculations were done with the R programme.3

3R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing. R Foundation for Statis-
tical Computing, 2012, Vienna. <http://www.R-project.org>
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 English causative constructions

The following section provides a quantitative account of the English causative

constructions as they were encountered in the investigated material. Their

translation counterparts will be the subject of the next section.

The frequencies of the three basic classes of analytical constructions, char-

acterised by di�erent causative verbs, di�er greatly. The most frequent an-

alytical causative verb is make which occurred 144 times in the material.1

In contrast, get as a causative verb was encountered 40 times, followed by

only 10 hits of have. Thus the ratio of occurrence of the three verbs is about

14 : 4 : 1. This ratio is quite di�erent from that found in Gilquin (2010, p. 46).

Her �ndings provide a more balanced picture with respect to the frequency

of the three analytical construction categories with the ratio (for make :

get : have) roughly about 1,5 : 1,6 : 1. However, the study was based on a

10-million-word extract from a BNC corpus, which represented both spoken

and written English. Moreover, the category of �ction was excluded from

her material. The signi�cance of the genre distinction will reappear when

discussing the individual subtypes of the causative constructions.
1Only �rst 102 examples were used for further analysis
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5.1.1 Have constructions

Have in the function of a causative verb occurred only 10 times in the data.

7 instances are complemented by a past participle (1-a). 3 instances by a

bare in�nitive (1-b). There was no present participle complementation.

(1) a. I'll have you hung, drawn and quartered! <HG>

b. �Very well,� he said, handing it back to Hagrid, �I will have Some-

one take you down to both vaults.� <HP>

Although the limited number of instances does not allow for general-

izations, the results seem to support the description of causative have as

given in 2.2.1, i.e. the focus of the causer is on the ultimate goal, not on

the causee. Thus the most frequent complementation of have is the past

participle, which enables the causee not to be expressed. The second con-

dition necessary for the causer's focus to be connected with the goal and

not the causee is a transitive e�ect (the lexical verb representing the �nal

action) since it introduces another participant (the patient) that can become

the center of the attention. This is the case in 9 out of 10 instances of the

causative have constructions.

In all the instances, both the causer and causee are animate (animate

causee is implied in the construction with past participial complementation

as in (1-a)), which supports the claim (found for example in Gilquin (2010,

p. 119)) that have is primarily associated with interpersonal communication.

The only exception to the animacy of the causer is presented in the following

sentence:

(2) �Get o�,� said Ford, �They're ours,� giving him a look that would have

an Algolian Suntiger get on with what it was doing. <HG>

In spite of being formally inanimate, the look is a noun directly associated

with an animate agent. Thus even in (2), the notion of an animate causer is

strongly present.

All the three types of analytical constructions with have are more likely

to appear in speech than in writing, which leads to the conclusion that caus-
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ative have is rather informal (Gilquin, 2010, p. 226). This might be an

explanation of the limited number of have construction instances found in

the data. Furthermore, the absence of the present participial complemen-

tation can also be explained by the method of extraction of the examples.

Often, have + present participle allow for more readings as it was described

by the example (2) in Chapter 4.

5.1.2 Get constructions

Causative get is represented by 40 instances in the data. The most frequent

complementation is again the past participle (22), followed by the to-in�nitive

(15) and the present participle (3). The di�erent structures are given in the

following example:

(3) a. �Shut up, Peeves � please � you'll get us thrown out.� <HP>

b. �Shall I get Neddy to ask me down for tea at the week-end?� <LJ>

c. Disgusted that the Slytherins had lost, he had tried to get every-

one laughing at how a wide-mouthed tree frog would be replacing

Harry as Seeker next. <HP>

The proportion of the di�erent complementation found in the material sup-

ports again the numbers provided by Gilquin (2010, p. 48) and the semantic

account by Wierzbicka (1998, pp. 124-125) given earlier in 2.2.2. The causee

is demoted less often thus decreasing the share of the past participle in favour

of the other two types of complementation. At the same time, the number

of intransitive e�ects is higher (37).

With respect to the animacy of the causer and the causee the results cor-

respond to those of the have constructions. 36 out of 40 instances have both

an animate causer and causee. Two of the three present participial construc-

tions contain an inanimate causee (4-a) and there are two past participial

constructions with an inanimate causer (4-b)

(4) a. �It would save us a lot of trouble if we could get it working . . . �

<RR>
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b. �That's it,� said Zaphod with the sort of grin that would get most

people locked away in a room with soft walls. <HG>

Similarly to (2), in (4-b) the causer is formally an action of an animate agent.

However, this is not the case for the second construction with an inanimate

causer. The capability of inanimate causees to occur in the present participial

constructions was mentioned in 2.2.2. The causee in (4-a) refers to a shuttle

which may indeed be seen as having �a will of [its] own�(Wierzbicka, 1998,

p. 124).

All the three get constructions are again more common in speech than

in written language (get + past participle is 44 times more likely to occur

in speech) classifying get as a relatively less formal causative verb (Gilquin,

2010, p. 226). In this light, a relatively small number of instances � compared

to the following make category � is not surprising.

5.1.3 Make constructions

With 102 instances, causative make represents the largest group of causa-

tive constructions. However, the distribution of its speci�c types (based on

the complementation) is not more diverse than in the case of the preceding

causative verbs. While there are 100 instances of make and an in�nitive,

there is only one sentence with a past participle and one sentence with make

in passive complemented by a to-in�nitive.

(5) a. A rapping on glass made him turn round. <LJ>

b. The spin of Rama was starting to make itself felt. <RR>

c. She is always made to feel that she is the one who has found

him . . . . <EP>

Apart from the frequency of the speci�c types, the group of the make con-

structions is far less homogeneous than the groups discussed above. The

di�erence between the number of transitive and intransitive e�ects is virtu-

ally cancelled out (46 and 56 respectively). The majority of causers (79) are

inanimate, ruling out the interpersonal communication as the major �eld for

the make constructions. Although most of the causees are animate (82),
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there is still about one �fth of inanimate causees. Only in 20 instances, both

the causer and the causee are animate such as in (6):

(6) Sometimes for my exam I make them play bridge. <EP>

Even though both make + past participle and make in passive + to-

in�nitive are the only constructions that occur more often in writing than

in speech, they are still one of the least common analytical constructions

(Gilquin, 2010, p. 227). On the other hand, make + in�nitive is the most

frequent type in both speech and writing, with similar frequencies in both

forms of language. At the same time, it combines freely with both animate

and inanimate causers and causees as well as with transitive and intransi-

tive e�ects, which makes it the most universal of the causative constructions

(Gilquin, 2010, p. 227).

5.1.4 Summary

The proportional frequencies of the three main categories, characterised by

the causative verb, and the speci�c types of causative constructions are

provided in Table 5.1. The discussed features of the causative construc-

tion participants, i.e. the in/animacy of the causer and the causee and the

in/transitivity of the e�ect, are summarized in Table 5.2.
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overall share 5% 21% 74%

share within category 30% 70% 0% 38% 55% 8% 98% 1% 1%

Table 5.1: Proportional frequency of have, get and make categories and
their speci�c subtypes
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animate causer animate causee transitive e�ect

[X have Y Vinf ] 2 (66%) 3 (100%) 2 (66%)

[X have Y Vpp] 7 (100%) 7 (100%) 7 (100%)

[X get Y Vto_inf ] 15 (100%) 15 (100%) 11 (73%)

[X get Y Vpp] 20 (91%) 22 (100%) 22 (100%)

[X get Y Vprp] 3 (100%) 1 (33%) 0 (0%)

[X make Y Vinf ] 28 (28%) 80 (80%) 44 (44%)

[X be made Vto_inf ] 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 1 (100%)

[X make Y Vpp] 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 (100%)

Table 5.2: Animacy and transitivity inside causative constructions

Where the frequency of a type of a causative construction is too low, the

percentage representation might be misleading. Such data are shaded in Ta-

ble 5.2,2 which should suggest that the absolute count is more informative.

Ignoring the dimmed values, the tendency towards animate participants in

the have and get constructions becomes evident. This conclusion is also

supported by a statistical analysis: Fisher's exact test establishes the associ-

ation between the animacy of the participants and the type of causative verb

with a p-value < 2.2 x 10−16, which is far bellow any ordinary signi�cance

levels.

On the other hand, transitivity of the e�ect should not be considered

a distinguishing factor among make on the one side and have and get

constructions on the other since it corresponds with the speci�c syntactic

types of the constructions. The di�erences stem mainly from the fact that in

have and get, the past participle is the most dominant complementation.

Still, it demonstrates the ambivalent and universal nature of the [X make Y

Vinf ] construction.

5.2 Czech translation counterparts

In Chapter 4, we de�ned the realization of the original causative construction

constituents to be the basis of the classi�cation of the translation counter-
2The threshold was chosen arbitrarily. Those areas are shaded that were counted as a

portion of no more than 5 occurrences.
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parts. While in the English constructions, there is always a causer, causative

verb, causee and an e�ect, these participants may or may not be retained in

the translation. Thus three main categories of the translation counterparts

were identi�ed.

5.2.1 Analytical and synthetic counterparts

These two syntactically distinct types both express all the four components

of the original analytical causative constructions.

5.2.1.1 Analytical counterparts

In some cases, the analytical nature of the English expression of the causative

situation is kept in the Czech translation and all the four elements of the

analytical causative construction are in some form expressed in Czech:

(7) Welch suddenly made him switch everything on again by saying: . . .

Welch ho náhle donutil znovu zapnout ve²kerou pozornost: . . . <LJ>

This type of translation is the most faithful to the English original. Apart

from the di�erent word-order, there is virtually no structural di�erence be-

tween the English and Czech sentence.

Analytical counterparts may be further classi�ed on basis of syntactic

realization of the e�ect. In (7), the e�ect was realized by a bare in�nitive

(zapnout) as it is the case in the original sentence. There are, however, other

possibilities. The translator may choose to express the e�ect in a dependent

nominal content clause:

(8) Jimmy never knew what made him stop and look more closely into

the metal maze to the south.

Jimmy nikdy nepochopil, co jej zastavilo a p°im¥lo, aby se pozorn¥ji

zahled¥l do kovového bludi²t¥ na jihu. <RR>

Often, this type of translation can be changed into the one with a bare

in�nitive (co jej p°im¥lo, aby se podíval � co jej p°im¥lo podívat se). However,
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the valency of some of the Czech analytical causatives may lead to slightly

di�erent syntactic patterns:

(9) The little victory made him feel much happier;

Malé vít¥zství zp·sobilo, ºe se cítil mnohem spokojen¥ji; <RR>

Because the object of the verb zp·sobit is sentential, the causee must be

a part of the dependent clause. In spite of this syntactic discrepancy, the

presence of all the four necessary components of the analytical causative

construction (causer, causative verb, causee, e�ect) is evident. Moreover,

we can paraphrase the sentence (8) using the verb from (9) (nepochopil, co

zp·sobilo, ºe se pozorn¥ji zahled¥l . . . ) with very little � if any � shift in the

meaning. Therefore in this paper, both types are seen as equivalent.

The third form in which the e�ect can be expressed is a noun phrase.

The noun phrase can be a part of the prepositional object:

(10) This might make Bertrand assail him physically.

Pravd¥podobn¥ by to Bertranda p°im¥lo k fysickému násilí. <LJ>

or, it can stand on its own as a direct complementation of the verb:

(11) The sight of their party still, or again, just where they'd been before

made him want very much to pitch forward on to the �oor and go

to sleep.

Pohled na jejich spole£nost stále na témº míst¥ v n¥m vyvolal touhu

vrhnout se na podlahu a usnout. <LJ>

Apparently, the nominal expression of the e�ect took the place of the direct

object, a position that, in (10), was reserved for the causee. However, in

accord with the discussion of the dependent clause complementation, neither

here do we assume the di�erence between (10) and (11) to be signi�cant since

all the participants are expressed in a similar manner and the di�erence is

determined by the valency of the causative verb only.

So far, we have been discussing the analytical counterparts of English

causative constructions from the point of view of the syntactic realization of

the e�ect. Considering the analytical verbs (in the translations) on their own,
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there are some that occur more frequently than others. These are mainly:

do/nutit, p°im¥t and zp·sobit. Besides these, there are two other frequent

verbs � nechat, dát. As we mentioned in Chapter 3, Karlík et al. (2002,

p. 413) establish a special category of analytical causatives based on these

two verbs and their categorical meaning of initiation. Their importance for

this study lies in the fact that they may be used for expressing a causative

situation with an implied causee:

(12) I'll have you hung, drawn and quartered!

Dám vás pov¥sit, vlá£et a roz£tvrtit! <HG>

There are some verbs whose classi�cation as analytical causatives is more

problematic. Typically, they are semantically richer than verbs like nutit or

nechat and they may not be associated with the notion of causation in the

�rst place.

(13) a. Ah, wait a minute; he'd get Barclay to �nd him a book on

medieval music.

Moment; m·ºe poºádat Barclayho, aby mu na²el knihu o st°edo-

v¥ké hudb¥. <LJ>

b. We can probably get someone to drive you up.

Nepochybn¥ n¥koho seºeneme, kdo vás tam zaveze. <EP>

c. I will have Someone take you down to both vaults.

Po²lu n¥koho, aby s vámi sjel dol· do obou trezor·. <HP>

The verbs poºádat, poprosit imply a possibility that the desired action will

not be ful�lled. Although this is not the case of causative get, the English

verb often contains the notion of persuading the causee to do something that

he or she does not initially want to (see section 2.2.2). Sehnat and poslat

seem to be closer to typical analytical causatives although they are also more

speci�c than the English verb. In all the sentences in (13), the four elements

of a causative construction are retained (possibly the position of the causative

verb is weakened) as well as the two components of verbal action.
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5.2.1.2 Synthetic counterparts

This type of translation joins the meaning of the causative verb and the e�ect

into one verb:

(14) a. Mr Prosser was often bothered with visions like these and they

made him feel very nervous.

Podobné vize ho obt¥ºovaly dost £asto a siln¥ ho znervóz¬ovaly.

<HG>

b. Don't make me laugh.

Chce² m¥ rozesmát? <HG>

c. This, and the shudder she gave, made his head reel the furthest

yet;

Tento pohyb a zachv¥ní, kterým na n¥j reagovala, mu zamotalo

hlavu je²t¥ víc; <LJ>

Formally, this can be done in di�erent ways. Example (14-a) illustrates de-

adjectival derivation (z�nervózní). De-verbal derivation is shown in (14-b)

(roz�smát). Apart from these word-formation processes, the causativity may

also be inherent in the semantic structure of the verb with no a�x that could

be described as having exclusively a causative meaning, this can be seen in

(14-c) (zamotat).

Often, the classi�cation into derivational or semantic (inherent meaning

of causativity) causatives is not straightforward due to the polysemy of the

a�xes. Together with their comparatively low frequency in the data, this

is the reason why in this paper, they are all classi�ed together as synthetic

counterparts.

5.2.2 Counterparts without a causative verb

Sometimes the causative verb may be lost completely. In such cases, the

causative relationship may still be implied in the presence of the three other

constituents of the causative construction. The causee and the e�ect form

the main clause and the causer is expressed by an adverbial:
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(15) As he felt at the moment, this made him want to cry.

Ve stavu, v n¥mº byl, mu z toho bylo tak°ka do plá£e. <LJ>

The causative relationship may also by implied by the semantic relationship

of the main and a dependent clause:

(16) She smiled at him in a way that made his head swim more than the

kiss had done.

Usmála se na n¥j tak, ºe se mu zato£ila hlava je²t¥ víc neº p°i polibku.

<LJ>

In (16), the causer is in the main clause, while the second verbal event (the

causee and the e�ect) are expressed by a dependent clause of result. However,

this representation may also be changed so that the causer is expressed by a

dependent reason clause and the causee and the e�ect form the main clause:

(17) A falsetto explosion from the co�eeurn across the room made him

start slightly; then he said:

Trhl sebou, protoºe se na druhém konci místnosti ozval prudký hvizd,

vyluzovaný párou sy£ící z velkého st°íbrn¥ se lesknoucího hrnce s

kohoutkem a poklicí, v kterém byla horká káva: <LJ>

5.2.3 Restructurations

Often, the di�erence between the original and the translation is even bigger

than that shown in the previous section. Such transformations can keep some

of the main constituents of the causative situation (mostly the causee and

the e�ect), but the syntactic structure is much di�erent from the original.

At the same time, an explicit expression of the notion of causativity is lost.

It may be, however, inferred from the context:

(18) Too much staring at those blinding bars of light had made his eyes

hurt again;

Díval se do t¥ch oslepujících pruh· sv¥tla p°íli² dlouho a znovu ho

rozbolely o£i; <RR>
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In other cases, not even the context suggests a causative situation:

(19) You make it sound pretty formidable.

To zní náram¥. <LJ>

The causing event (represented by the causer and the causative verb) is fre-

quently omitted. In other cases, the syntactic restructuration of the original

sentence prevents the causative reading even though the participants are in

some form retained in the translation:

(20) What �nally made you make up your mind?

A co u vás nakonec rozhodlo? <LJ>

5.3 Confronting English and Czech construc-

tions

As we mentioned in Chapter 4, the amount of the collected material is not

large enough to enable full statistical analysis of possible correlations among

di�erent variables. Thus in what follows, the trends will be stated rather

tentatively. Where possible, the statistic analysis will also be provided.

5.3.1 Translation type and the English causative verb

When comparing English causative constructions and their Czech translation

counterparts, the most basic question is whether the type of Czech transla-

tion depends on the type of English construction. In other words, whether

causative make, get and have are associated with di�erent translation

types. The frequency of the translation counterparts for the three English

causative verbs is given in Table 5.3

The Fisher exact test reveals statistically signi�cant relationship between

the type of translation and the English causative verb (p = 0.005). This

means there is only about 0.5% probability that the numbers in Table 5.3

could represent independent variables. If we ignore the verb have because
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translation type have get make
∑

analytical 8 17 34 59

synthetic 0 2 11 13

no causative verb 0 2 26 28

restructurations 2 19 31 52∑
10 40 102 152

Table 5.3: Frequency of the translation counterparts for have, get and
make

of its low frequency, the relationship between the translation type and the

verb is still statistically signi�cant (p = 0.011).

The translation types can also be considered individually. In order to

measure the association of a speci�c translation type with the causative

verbs, the data are classi�ed into two groups: the instances with the transla-

tion type in question and all the others (binary classi�cation). Without the

10 instances of the have constructions, the only type that shows a signi�-

cant association with the English verbs is the type with no causative verb

(p = 0.005). If we include the have constructions the association of the

analytical translation category also becomes signi�cant (p = 0.017) since it

is the dominant translation type of the causative have structures. On the

other hand, the counts for the synthetic and transformation translation coun-

terparts do not reveal any signi�cant association with the English verbs and

their distribution may simply be a result of chance.

It seems that the universality of make is also revealed in the way it is

translated into Czech. While have is translated mostly by means of analyt-

ical constructions and get by analytical constructions or restructurations,

the distribution of the translation types in the case of make is more even. It

is the only group of English analytical causative constructions which is often

translated by a sentence with an adverbial or a clause of result/reason (i.e.

�no causative verb� category).

In Table 5.4, there is a detailed account of the speci�c types of analytical

constructions as they were discussed in 5.2.1.1. The �rst three types are

distinguished by the type of complementation and are represented by the
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analytical construction have get make
∑

in�nitive 6 5 12 23

clause 2 9 10 21

nominal phrase 0 3 12 15∑
8 17 34 59

nechat/dát 6 4 4 14

Table 5.4: Frequency of analytical translation counterparts for have, get
and make

examples (7), (8) and (10) above. The fourth type, represented by the ex-

ample (12), is based on lexical criteria and overlaps with the previous three

categories.

The association of the speci�c analytical types with the English verbs is

signi�cant in the case of the construction with in�nitival complementation

(p = 0.002) and the construction with the verbs dát/nechat (p = 1.526

x 10−5). If the problematic have constructions are omitted, none of the

analytical constructions is signi�cantly associated with either get or make.

This suggests that the in�nitival and the nechat/dát category are probably

typical of the have constructions. Moreover, in the case of have, they

are identical, which means that every in�nitival construction uses the verb

nechat or dát. (Of course, this is only the case of our data, for more general

assumptions, more data would be needed).

In spite of this association with the have constructions, which might be

supported with a larger sample size, it will be argued that there may be an-

other factor that could describe the distribution of the nechat/dát translation

types better.

5.3.2 Translation type and the complementation of En-

glish causative verbs

The type of Czech translation might also be associated with other variables

than just the causative verb of the original sentence. The speci�c translation

counterpart might be, for example, in�uenced by the complementation of

the causative verb since not all the translation types might be suitable for
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translation type in�nitive past participle present participle passive
∑

analytical 46 11 1 1 59

synthetic 12 0 1 0 13

no causative verb 26 2 0 0 28

restructurations 34 17 1 0 52∑
118 30 3 1 152

Table 5.5: Frequency of translation counterparts for di�erent types of com-
plementation

expressing the information encoded in di�erent syntactic structures. Table

5.5 shows the frequencies of translation types for speci�c complementation

of the English causative verbs.

Bare and full in�nitives were combined into one category since the choice

between the two is determined only by the causative verb they complement.

The association between the translation type and the type of complementa-

tion is signi�cant again (p = 0.003). While the English constructions whose

e�ect is expressed by the past participle are translated by means of analytical

counterparts or restructurations, the constructions with the e�ect in an in-

�nitival form occur frequently with all the types of translation counterparts.

Unfortunately, this neutrality of the in�nitival constructions is hard to dis-

tinguish from the neutrality of make (see section 5.3.1) because 85% of the

constructions with an in�nitival complementation contain causative make

as the main verb.

The frequencies of the analytic translation types for di�erent types of

complementation of the main English verb are given in Table 5.6:

analytical construction in�nitive past participle present participle passive
∑

in�nitive 12 10 0 1 23

clause 21 0 0 0 21

nominal phrase 13 1 1 0 15∑
47 11 1 1 59

nechat/dát 2 11 0 1 14

Table 5.6: Frequency of analytical translation counterparts for di�erent types
of complementation
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Ignoring again the almost empty categories of the present participle and

the passive, the association between the analytical translation type and the

type of complementation in the English sentence is statistically highly signif-

icant (p = 1.34 x 10−4). If we consider the individual types of the analytical

Czech translation counterparts, we also see a strong relationship with the

type of the English causative structure. While an analytical verb + in�nitive

is the most dominant analytical structure for translating English causative

constructions with the past participle, the other two syntactical types of

analytical counterparts are strongly associated only with the English con-

structions complemented by an in�nitive.

The analytical counterparts with nechat or dát as the causative verb are

also signi�cantly associated with the type of complementation of the En-

glish causative verb (p = 3 x 10−7). The signi�cance of this relationship

is even higher than the one between the nechat/dát construction and the

English causative verb. The data suggest that when a past-participial caus-

ative construction is translated into Czech without using restructuration, it

is translated by means of the analytical nechat/dát construction.

5.3.3 Translation type and the animacy of the partici-

pants

In section 5.1, we saw that verbs have and get are primarily used when

both the causer and the causee are animate. In Table 5.7, the frequency of

the translation types are given for the situation when both the causer and

the causee are animate (possible interpersonal communication) and for the

situation when either of the participants (or both) is inanimate.

The amount of the data enabled the use of the χ2 test, which revealed

a signi�cant association between the variables, χ2(3, N = 153) = 19.52,

p = 0.0002. The comparison of the expected and observed frequency re-

vealed the biggest di�erences in the case of the analytical counterparts and

the counterparts with no causative verb. However, these counterparts were

shown to be associated also with the type of the English causative verb.

Therefore, we may expect that the association between the animacy of the
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translation type animate causer and causee inanimate causer or causee
∑

analytical 36 23 59

synthetic 6 7 13

no causative verb 3 25 28

restructurations 20 32 52∑
65 87 152

Table 5.7: Frequency of the translation counterparts with respect to the
animacy of the participants

participants and the translation type is caused by a third variable, namely

the English causative verb.

5.3.4 Other factors

Finally, it remains to be seen what role some of the less obvious factors play in

determining the type of English causative construction and/or its translation.

It was mentioned in 5.1 that some analytical constructions are more formal

than others. Such �external� factors as the genre or the individuality of the

author and the translator can also be responsible for di�erent distribution of

the speci�c types.

Table 5.8 shows the occurrence of the English causative verb in each of

the �ve books from which the data was taken. It is outside the scope of this

paper to explain the di�erences of the distribution in the table. Rather, the

table is shown as an illustration of the fact that no far-reaching generaliza-

tions about the nature of analytical constructions in literary language can be

made based on the data which are collected mostly from two books and that

the statistical analysis in this chapter should be taken with caution. (No

causative constructions in the Harry Potter book (<HP>) is the result of

reducing the number of make constructions from the ordered data.)

Table 5.9 plots the frequency of the translation types against the individ-

ual books. Unfortunately, the sample size does not allow us to eliminate other

factors, such as di�erent frequency of causative verbs in the data. Therefore

the association between the translation types and the book cannot be proved

or disproved.
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causative verb EP HG HP LJ RR
∑

make 21 7 0 65 9 102

get 3 3 8 23 3 40

have 1 4 3 2 0 10∑
25 14 11 90 12 152

Table 5.8: Frequency of English causative verbs in each book

translation type EP HG HP LJ RR
∑

analytical 17 5 5 24 8 59

synthetic 2 2 1 7 1 13

no causative verb 1 2 1 24 0 28

restructurations 5 5 4 35 3 52∑
25 14 11 90 12 152

Table 5.9: Frequency of the translation types in each book

We cannot exclude the possibility that the di�erences in the frequency

of certain translation types are the result of individual preferences of the

translators. They may also stem from di�erent genres or degree of formality

of the literary works. To investigate all these factors, it would be necessary

to consider much larger data.

In spite of these reservations, we believe that in this chapter, some im-

portant general trends were illustrated and that although some hidden fac-

tors might have slightly skewed the results, their e�ect was not as large as

to devalue the presented work. This belief stems also from the fact that

throughout this chapter, some results of other researchers were con�rmed.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Analytical causative constructions are a highly productive means of express-

ing the idea of causative situation in English. It combines the notion of

both the causing and the resulting event into one condensed structure that

consists of at least four basic constituents: the causer, the causative verb,

the causee and the e�ect. While all these constituents are obligatory and

thus they must always be present in a causative construction, some of them,

namely the causer and the causee, may not necessarily be expressed on the

surface but only implied within the structure.

The di�erences among English analytical causative constructions stem

from the causative verb that is used in the core of the structure. Even

though the semantics of the analytical causatives is weakened when compared

to lexical verbs, they still carry their own connotations that go hand in hand

with di�erent levels of formality and di�erent realizations of the rest of the

analytical construction constituents.

From the description of English analytical causatives in Chapter 2 and

the results given in Chapter 5, it seems that there is a sharp contrast between

causative make on the one hand and have and get on the other. Have

and get are complemented by the same non-�nite verbal forms (bare or

to-in�nitive, past participle and present participle) and they are typically

associated with interpersonal communication, which means that both the

causer and the causee are animate. The share of the constructions where the
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obligatory participants are animate was found to be 90% for both the have

and get constructions in the data. In contrast, causative make cannot be

complemented by the present participle, but it can occur in passive. The

share of the instances where the causer and the causee are animate is only

about 19%.

The analytical causatives have and get are distinguished from make

also by the frequency of their syntactical sub-types. 70% of the have con-

structions and 55% of the get constructions occur with the past participle

while in the case of causative have the share is only about 1% (i.e. one

instance). This syntactic distinction carries important implications on the

semantic level of analysis because in the past participial complementation,

the causee is usually not expressed and the main focus falls on the patient

(i.e. the object of the lexical verb). This supports the description of the

English causatives by Wierzbicka (1998), who states that the center of the

attention of the causer in the have and get constructions is not the causee

but the �nal e�ect (expressed by the lexical verb and the patient); in con-

trast, in the case of the constructions with causative make, the causee is

often the center of the causer's attention (thus the small share of the make

constructions with the past participle).

Although the analytical causatives have and get exhibit common fea-

tures when contrasted with make, the two verbs are not synonymous. On

a smaller scale, we may observe di�erences similar to those found when the

verbs were compared to make. Most importantly, the proportion of the past

participial complementation is higher in the case of the have constructions.

This is shown not only by the data collected for this paper, where the have

constructions are underrepresented, but also by more representative studies

(e.g. Gilquin (2010)). This discrepancy in the number of past the participial

complementation is again in accord with Wierzbicka (1998, pp. 122, 124-125),

who describes the have constructions as expressing the situation where there

is a hierarchy between the causer and the causee so that the causee's ful�ll-

ment of the �nal action is almost certain. On the other hand, the causee in

the constructions with causative get is typically more autonomous.
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The association of some types of the Czech translation counterparts with

speci�c causative verbs further supports the ideas given above. The make

constructions combine freely with any basic translation type (analytical �

33%, synthetic � 11%, no causative verb � 25%, restructurations � 30%). The

get constructions, on the other hand, are mostly translated by analytical

counterparts (43%) and restructurations (48%) and for have, it seems that

only the analytical counterparts might be typical (80%, i.e. 8 instances out

of 10).

From what has been said so far, it seems that the three types of the

English analytical constructions might be put on a scale representing di�erent

degree of universality or markedness. On one side, there would be the make

constructions, which are usually complemented by the in�nitive, animate or

inanimate causers and causees, and which are frequently translated by all the

Czech translation types. On the other side, there would be the have and

get constructions (with get being slightly closer to make), which are often

complemented by the past participle, animate causers and causees, and with

respect to translation types, they occur frequently with analytical structures.

From the point of view of the Czech translation counterparts, the pa-

per has supported some �ndings of �ermák and �tichauer (2010). Although

the comparison is problematic because of di�erent classi�cation of the trans-

lation types and di�erent original language, it is clear that morphological

causatives (rozplakat, in this paper classi�ed together with lexical causatives

as the synthetic translation type) represent a marginal translation category.

On the other hand, restructurations are used frequently as well as analytical

structures. The Czech analytical nechat/dát construction is strongly associ-

ated with the English causative structures with the e�ect in the form of the

past participle. It seems to be a comfortable means of expressing causation

with an implied causee.

It would be interesting to see a similar contrastive study with the data

large enough to employ full statistical analysis. This would enable elimi-

nation of the e�ects of third variables (such as the e�ect of the causative

verb when investigating the relationship between the translation type and

the type of complementation in the English causative construction) and thus
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more insightful description of the associations. With the extension of the

InterCorp, large parallel data are now available not only for Czech and En-

glish. However, for a further research with a larger data size, it would be

necessary to device a more sophisticated method of the automatic excerption

of the causative constructions from the corpus. In this paper, the amount of

the data allowed manual correction of the automatic annotation, therefore a

query with a very low precision was used in order to guarantee the highest

possible recall.
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Résumé

Analytické kauzativní konstrukce v angli£tin¥ jsou jedním ze zp·sob· vy-

jád°ení kauzativní situace, který je v sou£asném jazyce velmi produktivní.

Smyslem této práce je popsat konstrukce, v jejichº jádru stojí pro angli£tinu

typická kauzativní slovesa have, get a make, dále pak také zp·sob, jakým

se tyto konstrukce p°ekládají do £e²tiny.

Kauzativní situaci m·ºeme chápat jako sled dvou událostí, kde jedna je

mluv£ím interpretována jako p°ímý d·sledek té druhé. Událost zp·sobu-

jící je pak v analytické kauzativní konstrukci reprezentována ú£astníkem

slovesného d¥je, který je (v rámci dané konstrukce) prvotním hybatelem,

jelikoº ve²kerý d¥j iniciuje (anglický termín causer); dále pak analytickým

kauzativním slovesem, které je v konstrukci nositelem kauzativního výz-

namu, jinak je ale jeho lexikální význam oslaben a ve v¥t¥ plní spí²e gra-

matickou funkci. Událost zp·sobovanou reprezentují v analytické kauzativní

konstrukci také dv¥ sloºky: ú£astník d¥je, na kterého je n¥jakým zp·sobem

vyvíjen tlak, pod jehoº vlivem pak vykoná n¥jakou akci, která je práv¥

druhou sloºkou reprezentující zp·sobovanou událost. Ú£astník slovesného

d¥je, který je vlastn¥ zprost°edkovatelem mezi ú£astníkem causer a výsled-

nou akcí se nazýva causee. Výsledná akce (nebo téº efekt) je v konstrukci

zastoupena lexikálním slovesem v ne�nitním tvaru. V závislosti na valenci

lexikálního slovesa se pak je²t¥ v konstrukci m·ºe objevit jeho p°edm¥t �

patiens.1 V²echny £ty°i sloºky kauzativní konstrukce ilustruje následující

p°íklad:
1V kontextu kauzativních konstrukcí se termínu uºívá do jisté míry nezávisle

na tradi£ním popisu v¥tn¥£lenských rolí.
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(1) The shock
causer

made
kauz. sloveso

him
causee

drop
efekt

the glass.
patiens

Syntakticky se anglické kauzativní konstrukce d¥lí podle toho, v jakém

ne�nitním slovesném tvaru stojí efekt. Kauzativní get se pojí s in�nitivem

s to, minulým nebo p°ítomným p°í£estím. Have bývá následováno prostým

in�nitivem nebo také p°í£estím minulým i p°ítomným. Struktury se slovesem

make se pojí s prostým in�nitivem, minulým p°í£estím nebo je kauzativní

sloveso v passivu a efekt je vyjád°en in�nitivem s to. P°íklady jednotlivých

struktur ilustruje tabulka 2.1 upravená z Gilquin (2010, s. 20). Pro p°ehled-

nost je zde tabulka uvedena je²t¥ jednou:

[X get Y Vto_inf ] At one time we couldn't get Jessy to talk.

[X get Y Vpp] We'll get everything sorted out this week.

[X get Y Vprp] Couldn't get these earphones working.

[X have Y Vinf ] I had Elsie go on Wednesday night.

[X have Y Vpp] Did you have the blades sharpened?

[X have Y Vprp] You better not have that tape working, is it on?

[X make Y Vinf ] But I made him put his coat on.

[X be made Vto_inf ] They're being taken to court and made to pay.

[X make Y Vpp] They made their voices heard at the conference.

Table 6.1: Syntaktické typy Anglických kauzativních konstrukcí (upraveno
z Gilquin (2010, s. 20))

Z p°íklad· je vid¥t, ºe ne kaºdá sloºka kauzativní konstrukce, a£koli je

obligatorní, musí být nutn¥ realizována ve v¥t¥. Jedná se o ú£astníka sloves-

ného d¥je causer, který nebývá realizován v p°ípad¥ pasivních make kon-

strukcí, a o ú£astníka causee, který bývá vypu²t¥n v p°ípad¥ komplementace

minulým p°í£estím. I v druhém p°ípad¥ se v podstat¥ jedná o pasivizaci

aktivní v¥ty (resp. její zbylé £ásti), a tak je jasné, ºe a£koli není ú£astník

slovesného d¥je explicitn¥ vyjád°en, je p°esto stále implikován v podpovr-

chové struktu°e v¥ty.

Zmín¥ná speci�ka r·zných typ· kauzativních konstrukcí pramení p°ede-

v²ím z výb¥ru analytického kauzativního slovesa. Je pravda, ºe v porovnání

se slovesem lexikálním je význam analytického kauzativního slovesa oslaben,

p°esto v²ak má kaºdé kauzativum sv·j významový odstín, který speci�kuje
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sloveso (potaºmo celou kauzativní konstrukci) a zárove¬ do jisté míry pod-

mi¬uje realizaci ostatních konstituent· dané konstrukce.

Jako základní materiál pro zkoumání t¥chto významových odstín· kauza-

tivních konstrukcí a s nimi spojených p°ekladových prot¥j²k·, byla v této

práci pouºita data z paralelního korpusu InterCorp2 a to konkrétn¥ p¥t

knih beletrie z druhé poloviny dvacátého století. Pomocí webového rozhraní

a dotazovacího jazyka Corpus Query Language byly excerptovány v²echny

v¥ty, kde se vyskytovalo jedno z anglických analytických kauzativních sloves

následováno 1�5 dal²ími slovy a dal²ím slovesem v ne�nitním tvaru.3 Po

manuální korekci dat bylo k dispozici 144 konstrukcí s make, 40 konstrukcí

s get a 10 konstrukcí s have. Aby mnoºství dat odpovídalo standard·m

bakalá°ské práce, byl je²t¥ po£et make konstrukcí sníºen na 102

Na základ¥ takto získaných dat byla vypracována klasi�kace £eských

p°ekladových prot¥j²k·. Jako základní kritérium byla zvolena realizace kon-

stituent· p·vodní kauzativní konstrukce. Na tomto základ¥ se vy£lenily

t°i hlavní t°ídy: prot¥j²ky obsahující v²echny sloºky anglické kauzativní

konstrukce, prot¥j²ky bez kauzativního slovesa a p°ekladové restrukturace.

První kategorie je strukturn¥ i významov¥ nejv¥rn¥j²í originálu. Ze syntak-

tického hlediska se v této t°íd¥ objevují bu¤to analytické konstrukce, které

mají totoºnou strukturu s anglickými konstrukcemi (nap°. P°im¥l ho odejít),

nebo syntetické konstrukce, které kondenzují význam kauzativního a lexikální

slovesa do jednoho slova (nap°. Zastavila ho). Druhá kategorie p°edstavuje

p°echodový typ mezi v¥rným a volným p°ekladem. Jedná se o p°eklady, kde

jsou p·vodní ú£astníci d¥je stále identi�kovatelní, ale uº ne v základní v¥tné

struktu°e. Analytické kauzativní sloveso chybí a kauzativní vztah je vyjád°en

bu¤ p°íslove£ným ur£ením reprezentujícím participanta causer (P°i²la kv·li

n¥mu) nebo vztahem vedlej²í a hlavní v¥ty (Byl tak trapný, aº se musela

smát). Do t°etí kategorie pat°í volné p°eklady, kde do²lo k zám¥n¥ séman-

tických rolí a/nebo se kauzativita zcela vytratila.

2�eský národní korpus - InterCorp. Ústav �eského národního korpusu FF UK, Praha.
Cit. 15.04.2012, dostupný z WWW: <http://www.korpus.cz>.

3Maximální vzdálenost 5 byla stanovena experimentáln¥. V¥t²í vzdálenosti uº neod-
halovaly v¥t²í po£et kauzativních konstrukcí.
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Teoretický popis anglických kauzativních konstrukcí stejn¥ jako výsledky

analýzy anglického a £eského jazykového materiálu poukazují na zajímavé

rozdíly mezi anglickými kauzativními slovesy. Have a get jsou komplemen-

továny stejnými ne�nitními slovesnými tvary (krom¥ typu in�nitivu) a v¥t²i-

nou vyºadují ºivotné participanty ve své struktu°e (90% p°íklad·, kde causer

i causee jsou ºivotní). Na druhou stranu kauzativum make nebývá spojováno

s p°ítomným p°í£estím, ale na rozdíl od p°edchozích sloves se m·ºe vysky-

tovat v pasivním tvaru. Podíl konstrukcí s make, kde jsou oba ú£astníci

slovesného d¥je ºivotní, je pouze 19%.

Have a get se dále odli²ují od make frekvencí svých jednotlivých syn-

taktických typ·. Zatímco kauzativní get se vyskytuje s minulým p°í£estím

v 55% a have dokonce v 70% p°ípad·, v p°ípad¥ make je to jen 1% (tj. je-

den výskyt). Tento strukturní rozdíl má d·leºité d·sledky v rovin¥ výz-

namu. Konstrukce s minulým p°í£estím totiº zd·raz¬ují participanta patiens

(p°esouvají ho do pozice podm¥tu lexikálního slovesa) a zárove¬ umoº¬ují

nevyjád°it explicitn¥ participanta causee. Tyto výsledky jsou v souladu

s popisem sémantiky anglických kauzativ (viz. nap°. Wierzbicka (1998)),

které u have a get zd·raz¬ují roli výsledné akce (efekt a patiens), za-

tímco u make roli participanta causee. Have se pak má od get odli²o-

vat p°edev²ím p°edpokládanou hierarchií mezi participanty causer a causee,

která z druhého participanta £iní v podstat¥ jen pasivního konatele. Za-

tímco v p°ípad¥ konstrukcí se slovesem get tato hierarchie není p°ítomná

a causee je chápán jako více svébytný ú£astník slovesného d¥je (Wierzbicka,

1998, s. 122, 124-125). Tento rozdíl koresponduje s rozdílnou frekvencí get

a have struktur s minulým p°í£estím.

Závislost n¥kterých typ· p°ekladových konstrukcí na ur£itých anglických

kauzativních slovesech je také v souladu s jiº popsanými rozdíly mezi anglick-

ými kauzativy. Konstrukce s make bývají £asto p°ekládány v²emi hlavními

typy £eských prot¥j²k· (analytickými � 33%, syntetickými � 11%, konstruk-

cemi bez kauzativního slovesa � 25% a restrukturacemi � 30%). Oproti tomu

konstrukce s get se p°ekládají hlavn¥ pomocí analytických konstrukcí (43%)

a restrukturací (48%) a pro konstrukce s have jsou typické pouze analytické

konstrukce (80%, tj. 8 z 10 p°ípad·).
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Z rozdíl· uvedených vý²e se zdá, ºe si t°i základní typy anglických kauza-

tivních konstrukcí m·ºeme p°edstavit jako kontinuum p°edstavující r·zný

stupe¬ obecnosti nebo p°íznakovosti daného typu. Na jedné stran¥ této

²kály pak jsou konstrukce s kauzativním make, které obsahují v¥t²inou

efekt v in�nitivu a nejsou vyhran¥né co do ºivotnosti participant· nebo

typu p°ekladového prot¥j²ku. Oproti nim se staví have a get (get patrn¥

o n¥co blíºe k make), které se nej£ast¥ji váºí s funk£n¥ vyhran¥ným minulým

p°í£estím, ºivotnými participanty a £asto také s analytickými p°ekladovými

prot¥j²ky.

Z pohledu £eských p°ekladových prot¥j²k· pak práce podpo°ila n¥které

záv¥ry podobné práce srovnávající £e²tinu s románskými jazyky (�ermák

& �tichauer, 2010). Morfologická kauzativa typu rozplakat (v této práci

klasi�kována spolu se sémantickými kauzativy jako syntetický typ prot¥j²k·)

jsou v £eských p°ekladech spí²e výjimkou. P°i p°ekladech se £asto kauza-

tivita úpln¥ vytrácí (restrukturace) nebo jsou pouºívány analytické kon-

strukce stejn¥ jako v angli£tin¥. Velmi vyhran¥ným p°ekladovým prot¥j²kem

jsou pak analytické konstrukce, kde se jako kauzativní slovesa vyskytují

nechat nebo dát. Výsledky nazna£ují, ºe je tento p°ekladový typ úzce spo-

jen s konstrukcemi, v nichº se vyskytuje efekt ve form¥ minulého p°í£estí.

Jedná se totiº o p°irozený zp·sob jak v £e²tin¥ zachovat kauzativní význam

a p°itom nevyjád°it participanta causee.
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Appendix A

List of excerpts

A.1 make

1. Mr Prosser was often bothered with visions like these and they made him feel very
nervous.
Podobné vize ho obt¥ºovaly dost £asto a siln¥ ho znervóz¬ovaly. <HG>

2. The contents of Ford Prefect's satchel were quite interesting in fact and would have
made any Earth physicist's eyes pop out of his head,
Fordova bra²na obsahoval totiº docela zajímavé v¥ci - kaºdý pozemský fyzik by valil
o£i. Práv¥ proto se jimi Ford nechlubil. <HG>

3. Wonderful perfect quadrophonic sound with distortion levels so low as to make a
brave man weep.
Úºasn¥ dokonalý kvadrofonní zvuk s tak mizivou mírou zkreslení, ºe i nebojácný
muº by zaplakal. <HG>

4. Somewhere in the deeply remote past it seriously traumatized a small random group
of atoms drifting through the empty sterility of space and made them cling together
in the most extraordinarily unlikely patterns.
Kdesi hluboko v minulosti tyto vibrace váºn¥ traumatizovaly malý náhodný shluk
atom·, vzná²ející se prázdným, sterilním prostorem. To zp·sobilo, ºe za£aly drºet
pohromad¥ v pozoruhodn¥ nepravd¥podobných seskupeních. <HG>

5. When you're cruising down the road in the fast lane and you lazily sail past a few
hard driving cars and are feeling pretty pleased with yourself and then accidentally
change down from fourth to �rst instead of third thus making your engine leap out
of your bonnet in a rather ugly mess, it tends to throw you o� your stride in much
the same way that this remark threw Ford Prefect o� his.
Kdyº £lov¥k jede po silnici v rychlém pruhu a leniv¥ propluje kolem hezké °ádky
lopotících se aut a cítí se náramn¥ spokojený sám se sebou, a pak omylem p°e°edí
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ze £ty°ky na jedni£ku místo na trojku, takºe motor málem vysko£í zpod kapoty
v podob¥ o²klivé rozplácliny, vyvede ho to z míry asi stejn¥, jako tahle poznámka
vyvedla z míry Forda. <HG>

6. It faintly irritated him that Zaphod had to impose some ludicrous fantasy on to the
scene to make it work for him.
Sta£ilo mu vid¥t ji takovou, jaká je, trochu ho popuzovalo, ºe si Zafod musí inscen-
ovat takovou sm¥²nou fantasmagorii, aby z toho n¥co m¥l. <HG>

7. Don't make me laugh."
Chce² m¥ rozesmát?" <HG>

8. The unavailing hoots of a lorry behind them made Dixon look furtively at Welch,
whose face, he saw with passion, held an expression of calm assurance, like an old
quartermaster's in rough weather .
Marné troubení nákladního auta za nimi p°inutilo Dixona, ºe vrhl kradmý pohled
na Welche, na jehoº tvá°i, jak zjistil s nad²ením, byl výraz klidné sebejistoty ko-
rmidelníka na rozbou°eném mo°i. <LJ>

9. But whatever the subject for discussion might be, Dixon knew that before the
journey ended he'd �nd his face becoming creased and �abby, like an old bag, with
the strain of making it smile and show interest and speak its few permitted words,
of steering it between a collapse into helpless fatigue and a tautening with anarchic
fury.
Ale a´ se sto£il rozhovor kam cht¥l, Dixon v¥d¥l, ºe d°íve neº cesta skon£í, bude jeho
obli£ej zvrásn¥ný a skleslý jako starý pytel úsilím usmívat se a projevovat zájem
a promluvit n¥kolik p°ípustných slov, úsilím udrºet se v rovnováze mezi únavnou
beznad¥jností a divokou zu°ivostí. <LJ>

10. His thinking all this without having de�led and set �re to the typescript only made
him appear to himself as more of a hypocrite and fool.
�e tohle v²echno mohl vymyslet a rukopis neroztrhat a nehodit do ohn¥, mu doka-
zovalo, ºe je pravd¥podobn¥ daleko v¥t²ím pokrytcem a bláznem, neº myslel. <LJ>

11. What made you leave it on like that?'
Co vás to napadlo, nechat rádio hrát?" <LJ>

12. This made Dixon decide that his apprehensions about the evening had been ab-
surdly out of place.
Dixon usoudil, ºe jeho obavy, se kterými hled¥l vst°íc dne²nímu ve£eru, byly sm¥²n¥
nemístné. <LJ>

13. As Dixon crossed the road, the sight of all this energy made his spirits lift, and
somewhere behind his thoughts an inexplicable excitement stirred.
Kdyº Dixon p°echázel ulici, vrátil mu pohled na takové mnoºství vybíjející se en-
ergie dobrou náladu a kdesi v pozadí jeho my²lenek ho zaplavovalo nevysv¥tlitelné
vzru²ení. <LJ>
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14. But when I did ask her why...' He looked over at Margaret, who was singing away
happily enough - she turned out regularly during the winter with the choir of the
local Conservative Association - and wondered what changes in their circumstances
and temperaments would be necessary to make the words of the madrigal apply,
however remotely, to himself and her.
Kdyº jsem se v²ak své hv¥zdy ptal ..." pohlédl na Margaretu která zpívala se
zjevným pot¥²ením - vystupovala v zim¥ pravideln¥ ve sboru místního konserva-
tivního klubu -, snaºil se p°edstavit si, jak by se musely zm¥nit okolnosti a jejich
povahy, aby se slova madrigalu alespo¬ vzdálen¥ vztahovala na n¥j a na ni. <LJ>

15. You make it sound like missionary activity.
"�íkáte to, jako by ²lo o misioná°skou £innost. <LJ>

16. Whatever made you think I...?'
Pro£ jste si myslel, ºe..." <LJ>

17. The baying quality of his voice, especially in the �nal query, together with a blur-
ring of certain consonants, made Dixon want to call attention to its defects, also,
perhaps, to the peculiarity of his eyes.
Me£ivý p°ízvuk jeho hlasu, zejména v poslední otázce, spolu s polykáním n¥kterých
souhlásek vyvolal v Dixonovi p°ání upozornit ho na vady jeho výslovnosti a moºná
i na zvlá²tní vzhled jeho o£í. <LJ>

18. This might make Bertrand assail him physically - splendid : he was con�dent of
winning any such encounter with an artist - or would Bertrand's paci�sm stop him?
Pravd¥podobn¥ by to Bertranda p°im¥lo k fysickému násilí. Výte£n¥ : byl p°esv¥d£en,
ºe by ze st°etnutí vy²el vít¥zn¥. Nebo by se mu postavil v cestu Bertrand·v paci-
�smus? <LJ>

19. Your accent made it sound so frightfully sinister.
Nasadil jste takový báje£n¥ stra²idelný p°ízvuk. <LJ>

20. What makes you say that?' she said.
"Pro£ to °íkáte? " pravila. <LJ>

21. This too made him smile and Bertrand's beard twitched, but he said nothing to
break the pause.
Tomu se také musel usmát a Bertrand·v plnovous se zachv¥l, ale Dixon ne°ekl nic
a v²ichni ostatní ml£eli. <LJ>

22. One of the e�ects of this query was to make Dixon feel very drunk, and afterwards
he could never quite work out why he did what he did next, which was sitting down
beside Margaret on the bed, putting his arm round her shoulders and kissing her
�rmly on the mouth.
Jedním z následk· této otázky bylo, ºe se Dixon cítil velice opilý, a pozd¥ji si nikdy
nemohl dob°e vysv¥tlit, pro£ ud¥lal, co ud¥lal potom, jinými slovy, ºe se posadil na
postel vedle Margarety, objal pevn¥ její ramena a políbil ji na ústa. <LJ>
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23. This, and the shudder she gave, made his head reel the furthest yet; too far, indeed,
for him to do any more thinking.
Tento pohyb a zachv¥ní, kterým na n¥j reagovala, mu zamotalo hlavu je²t¥ víc;
dokonce tolik, ºe ztratil jakoukoliv schopnost v·bec myslet. <LJ>

24. The cork came out with a festive, Yule-tide pop which made him wish he had some
nuts and raisins; he drank deeply.
Zátka vydala slavnostní, silvestrovský zvuk, který v n¥m vyvolal touhu po mandlích
a rozinkách; zhluboka se napil. <LJ>

25. A dusty thudding in his head made the scene before him beat like a pulse.
V²echno, co vid¥l, mu pulsovalo tupým dun¥ním v hlav¥. <LJ>

26. This made him feel very unhappy, a feeling sensibly increased when he looked at
the bedside table.
Zachvátila ho veliká lítost, která citeln¥ vzrostla, kdyº se podíval na no£ní stolek.
<LJ>

27. A study of the egg and bacon and tomatoes opposite him made him decide to
postpone eating any himself.
Kdyº podrobn¥ prostudoval vejce, slaninu a rajská jablka na prot¥j²ím talí°i, rozhodl
se odloºit jídlo v·bec. <LJ>

28. It was an idiom he'd caught from Carol Goldsmith. Thinking of her made him
think, for the �rst time that morning, of the embrace he'd witnessed the night
before, and he realised that it had its bearing on this girl as well as on Goldsmith.
Bylo to r£ení, které pochytil od Carol Goldsmithové, a tím si po prvé toho rána
vzpomn¥l na objetí, kterého byl sv¥dkem p°ede²lého ve£era. Zárove¬ si uv¥domil,
ºe má význam nejen pro Goldsmithe, ale i pro d¥v£e sedící naproti n¥mu u stolu.
<LJ>

29. She said this in a tone that made him turn his back for a moment at the sideboard
and make his Chinese mandarin's face, hunching his shoulders a little.
�ekla to takovým zp·sobem, ºe se k ní obrátil zády, a stoje u p°íborníku, ud¥lal
obli£ej £ínského mandarína. <LJ>

30. She grinned, which made her look almost ludicrously healthy, and revealed at the
same time that her front teeth were slightly irregular.
Zasmála se, vypadala p°i tom aº sm¥²n¥ zdrav¥, ale také se ukázalo, ºe má mírn¥
nepravidelné p°ední zuby. <LJ>

31. Whatever made you think you could get away with that sort of thing?
Jak jste si mohl myslet, ºe vám n¥co takového projde? <LJ>

32. Apart from making him feel he might die or go mad at any moment, his hangover
had vanished.
Aº na pocit, ºe kaºdým okamºikem bu¤ zem°e, nebo ze²ílí, jeho kocovina vyprchala.
<LJ>

33. Welch suddenly made him switch everything on again by saying :
Welch ho náhle donutil znovu zapnout ve²kerou pozornost : <LJ>
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34. Look here, you old cockchafer what makes you think you can run a history depart-
ment, even at a place like this, eh, you old cockchafer? I know what you'd be good
at, you old cockchafer...
Posly², ty jeden troubo, pro£ myslí², ºe m·ºe² vést katedru historie? Ani tady ji
nedovede² vést, a jestli chce² v¥d¥t, k £emu se hodí² . . . ty troubo jeden . . . "
<LJ>

35. When he was sure that Welch had �nished blowing his nose, Dixon got up and
thanked him for their chat almost with sincerity, and the sight of Welch's 'bag' and
�shing-hat on a nearby chair, normally a certain infuriant, only made him hum his
Welsh tune as he went out.
Kdyº se Dixon ujistil, ºe Welch p°estal smrkat, povstal a tak°ka up°ímn¥ mu
pod¥koval za rozhovor. Pohled na Welchovu "bra²nu" a tweedový klobouk, leºící na
nedaleké ºidli, který ho pravideln¥ p°ivád¥l k zu°ivosti, tentokrát pouze zp·sobil,
ºe si vycházeje ti²e prozp¥voval refrén o Welchovi. <LJ>

36. A falsetto explosion from the co�eeurn across the room made him start slightly;
then he said :
Trhl sebou, protoºe se na druhém konci místnosti ozval prudký hvizd, vyluzovaný
párou sy£ící z velkého st°íbrn¥ se lesknoucího hrnce s kohoutkem a poklicí, v kterém
byla horká káva : <LJ>

37. What makes you say that?'
Pro£?" <LJ>

38. Her manner to him so far that evening had been not even cold; it had been simply
non-existent, had made him feel that, contrary to the evidence of his senses, he
wasn't really there at all.
Chovala se k n¥mu celý ve£er více neº chladn¥; prost¥ ho nevnímala, a za£ínal mít
pocit, ºe navzdory d·kaz·m, které mu podávají jeho smysly, ve skute£nosti není
p°ítomen. <LJ>

39. He'd read somewhere, or been told, that somebody like Aristotle or I. A. Richards
had said that the sight of beauty makes us want to move towards it.
Kdysi n¥kde £etl nebo sly²el, ºe bu¤ Aristoteles nebo I. A. Richards prohlásili, ºe
pohled na krásu £lov¥ka p°itahuje. <LJ>

40. Just then she reappeared, walking up to them with a kind of deliberate carelessness
that made Dixon suspect her of having a bottle of something, now no doubt much
depleted, hidden in the ladies' cloakroom.
Práv¥ v tom okamºiku se objevila a krá£ela k nim s onou v¥domou ledabylostí po-
hyb·, které u Dixona vzbudily podez°ení, ºe si schovala láhev, nyní jiº bezpochyby
prázdnou, na dámské toalet¥. <LJ>

41. What makes me feel so, so unhappy, is the awful gulf it shows that there is between
us.
Ale jsem tak ne²´astná z té stra²né propasti, která je vlastn¥ mezi námi. <LJ>
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42. The sight of their party still, or again, just where they'd been before made him
want very much to pitch forward on to the �oor and go to sleep.
Pohled na jejich spole£nost stále na témº míst¥ v n¥m vyvolal touhu vrhnout se na
podlahu a usnout. <LJ>

43. Dixon abruptly made his head vibrate ; without tilting it, he moved his lower jaw
as far over to one side as he could.
Dixonovi prudce zabrn¥lo v hlav¥. Docílil toho tím, ºe vysunul dolní £elist co nejdál
do strany. <LJ>

44. But it was good for him; the incident made it seem natural to turn back towards
the portico.
Ve skute£nosti to v²ak dopadlo dob°e. Nyní se zcela p°irozen¥ oto£ili a krá£eli zp¥t
ke schod·m. <LJ>

45. What �nally made you make up your mind?'
A co u vás nakonec rozhodlo? " <LJ>

46. He didn't seem quite like the others, chie�y because he didn't start trying to make
me be his mistress the entire time.
Zdálo se mi, ºe je jiný neº ti ostatní, hlavn¥ proto, ºe se po°ád nesnaºil, abych se
stala jeho milenkou. <LJ>

47. As Carol might have done, she pinched his arm too hard, making him cry out,
saying to him in vocal italics :
Stejn¥ jako by to byla ud¥lala Carol, ²típla ho do paºe tak siln¥, aº vyk°ikl, a pravila
p°itom s d·razem tak°ka gra�ckým : <LJ>

48. It'll make me feel much less tired, I know.'
Budu pak daleko mén¥ ospalá, já se znám. " <LJ>

49. In the darkness Dixon blundered into something which struck him dextrously on
the shin and made him swear in a whisper.
Dixon v temnot¥ narazil na cizí t¥leso, které ho ude°ilo do holen¥, aº ti²e zaklel.
<LJ>

50. She smiled at him in a way that made his head swim more than the kiss had done.
Usmála se na n¥j tak, ºe se mu zato£ila hlava je²t¥ víc neº p°i polibku. <LJ>

51. Of course, he knows he isn't great really, and that's what makes him behave like
this.
Samoz°ejm¥ ví, ºe není geniální, a proto se tak chová. <LJ>

52. It makes me say to myself, Oh, it's no good, he just doesn't know me at all, never
has done, either.
Co si mám jiného myslet, neº ºe je to v²echno zbyte£né, úpln¥ zbyte£né. Nerozumíte
mi a nikdy jste mi nerozum¥l. <LJ>

53. As he felt at the moment, this made him want to cry.
Ve stavu, v n¥mº byl, mu z toho bylo tak°ka do plá£e. <LJ>
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54. Soon enough, he knew, it would take its place with those three or four memories
which could make him actually twist about in his chair or bed with remorse, fear
or embarrassment.
V¥d¥l, ºe se d°íve nebo pozd¥ji za°adí mezi t°i £ty°i vzpomínky, pod jejichº dojmem
se kroutil v ºidli nebo na posteli vý£itkami sv¥domí, strachem nebo rozpaky. <LJ>

55. It would probably supplant the present top-of the-list item, the time he'd been
pushed out in front of the curtain after a school concert to make the audience sing
the National Anthem.
Pravd¥podobn¥ zaujme £estné místo, které bylo aº dosud obsazeno vzpomínkou na
okamºik, kdy ho po ²kolním koncert¥ vystr£ili p°ed oponu, aby zahájil spole£né
zpívání státní hymny. <LJ>

56. He knew now what he'd been trying to conceal from himself ever since the previous
morning, what the row with Bertrand had made him temporarily disbelieve : he and
Christine would not, after all, be able to eat tea together the following afternoon.
Uv¥domil si, co sám p°ed sebou od samého v£erej²ího jitra skrýval a ve£ mu hádka
s Bertrandem do£asn¥ umoºnila nev¥°it : ºe s Christinou p°ece jen nebude moci
zítra odpoledne pít £aj. <LJ>

57. What makes you say that?'
"Pro£ to °íkáte?" <LJ>

58. He came back with a lot of things about me being my own mistress, and I was to
do what I wanted to do and wasn't to feel I was tied in any way. It made me feel
rather mean.'
Za£al vykládat, ºe mi nic nezakazuje, ºe si mohu d¥lat, co chci, ºe si nep°eje, abych
se cítila n¥£ím vázaná, a podobn¥, aº jsem si p°ipadala hodn¥ provinilá." <LJ>

59. You make it sound pretty formidable.
"To zní náramn¥. <LJ>

60. The authoritative vapidity of this reacted with Dixon's general feeling of peevish
regret and made him begin to talk fast.
Plochost a pový²enost jejího prohlá²ení narazily na Dixonovu nevraºivou sebelítost
a zp·sobily, ºe za£al rychle mluvit. <LJ>

61. There was something you said, it made me think you've got the idea I sleep with
Bertrand.
Z toho, jak jste mluvil, se mi zdá, ºe máte z°ejm¥ dojem, ºe s Bertrandem spím.
<LJ>

62. ' It would make me feel we hadn't seen the last of each other.
"M¥l bych alespo¬ pocit, ºe jsme se nevid¥li naposled." <LJ>

63. I'll give you dance, I'll make you dance, don't you worry.
"Já vám ukáºu tanec, já s váma zatan£ím, na to m·ºete vzít jed. <LJ>

64. Then just as they're delighting in having got me punch-drunk with talk I come back
at 'em and make 'em do what I've got lined up for 'em.'
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Jenºe práv¥ kdyº mají ohromnou radost z toho, jak m¥ svými °e£mi zblbli, oto£ím
se a donutím je ud¥lat, co jsem na n¥ u²il." <LJ>

65. ' When I'm punch-drunk with talk, which is what I am most of the time, that's
when they come at me and make me do what they want me to do.'
"Se mnou je to práv¥ naopak. Kdyº jsem úpln¥ zblblý °e£mi, a to je skoro po°ád,
oby£ejn¥ p°ijdou a donutí m¥ ud¥lat to, co na mne u²ili oni." <LJ>

66. Christine �ashed a look at Bertrand that made him not say whatever he'd been
going to say, and said herself :
Christina ²lehla po Bertrandovi pohledem, kterým ho zarazila, d°íve neº °ekl, coko-
liv m¥l na jazyku, a pravila sama : <LJ>

67. A pang of helpless desire made Dixon feel heavy and immovable, as if he were being
talked to by Welch.
Náhlý p°íval bezmocné touhy zp·sobil, ºe Dixon ztuhl a znehybn¥l, jako kdyby s
ním mluvil Welch. <LJ>

68. Gripping his tongue between his teeth, he made his cheeks expand into little hemi-
spherical balloons; he forced his upper lip downwards into an idiotic pout; he pro-
truded his chin like the blade of a shovel.
Stisknuv jazyk mezi zuby, nafoukl tvá°e do dvou vydutých polokoulí; spodní ret
sv¥sil idiotsky co nejníºe, bradu lopatovit¥ vystr£il kup°edu. <LJ>

69. Chairs scraped at either side of him; a hand caught at his shoulder and made him
stumble .
V²ude kolem n¥ho vrzaly ºidle; £ísi ruka ho uchopila za rameno, aº zavrávoral.
<LJ>

70. They'll never forgive me for wrecking a public lecture, though. And nervousness
wouldn't make me imitate Neddy and the Principal, would it?'
"Kdepak, nikdy mi neodpustí, ºe jsem jim pokazil ve°ejnou p°edná²ku, a Neddyho
nebo rektora jsem taky nenapodoboval z roz£ilení." <LJ>

71. A rapping on glass made him turn round.
Zaslechl klepání na sklo a oto£il hlavu. <LJ>

72. What made her tell you?'
Pro£ vám to °ekla?" <LJ>

73. What made Carol tell you?'
Pro£ vám to °ekla Garol?" <LJ>

74. The spin of Rama was starting to make itself felt .
Ráma mu za£ínal dávat na v¥domí svou rotaci. <RR>

75. He tapped harder, with no more result, and was about to exert his full strength
when some impulse made him desist .
Ude°il siln¥ji se stejným výsledkem, uº se p°ipravoval nap°ít ve²kerou sílu, kdyº ho
náhlé vnuknutí p°im¥lo, aby od toho upustil. <RR>
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76. Too much staring at those blinding bars of light had made his eyes hurt again;
Díval se do t¥ch oslepujících pruh· sv¥tla p°íli² dlouho a znovu ho rozbolely o£i;
<RR>

77. Well, if you can make it sound like a straightforward scienti�c theory, I'll send it,
top priority, to the Rama Committee.
"No dob°e, jestli to dokáºe² ud¥lat tak, aby to zn¥lo jako poctivá v¥decká teorie,
odvysílám ji - bleskov¥ - Výboru Ráma. <RR>

78. The little victory made him feel much happier;
Malé vít¥zství zp·sobilo, ºe se cítil mnohem spokojen¥ji; <RR>

79. Jimmy never knew what made him stop and look more closely into the metal maze
to the south.
Jimmy nikdy nepochopil, co jej zastavilo a p°im¥lo, aby se pozorn¥ji zahled¥l do
kovového bludi²t¥ na jihu. <RR>

80. it makes me feel a fool.'
Já se snad zblázním." <RR>

81. And what would have made them ignore the solemn promise of their own Ambas-
sador?
A co je p°im¥lo k tomu, ºe ignorují slavnostní slib svého vlastního velvyslance?
<RR>

82. You cannot make anyone do anything anymore.
Uº nem·ºete nikoho k ni£emu nutit. <EP>

83. This was the only light that made the trompe l'oeil seem convincing.
Jedin¥ v tomto sv¥tle vypadala ta malba p°esv¥d£iv¥. <EP>

84. They thought that would make me leave."
Mysleli si, ºe m¥ to donutí odejít." <EP>

85. She is always made to feel that she is the one who has found him, this man who
knows darkness, who when drunk used to claim he was brought up by a family of
owls.
Caravaggio Hanu vºdycky nechá, aby si myslela, ºe ho na²la ona, zrovna jeho,
£lov¥ka, který se ve tm¥ vyzná, který v opilosti vºdycky hlásal, ºe byl vychován
soví rodinou. <EP>

86. In mid-step, the beginning of the shutter's noise making me jerk my head towards
it.
Ozval se sk°ípot ºaluzie a já uprost°ed kroku trhl tím sm¥rem hlavou. <EP>

87. Who knew what country the war had made him live in.
Kdo ví, v které zemi ho válka p°im¥la ºít. <EP>

88. " Yes. You could really make him do anything.
"Ano. �lov¥k ho mohl skute£n¥ p°im¥t k £emukoli. <EP>

89. To make them empty their bowels before they die.
Aby si vyprázdnili st°eva, neº zem°ou. <EP>
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90. Who the hell were we to be given this responsibility, expected to be wise as old
priests, to know how to lead people towards something no one wanted and somehow
make them feel comfortable.
Pro£ zrovna na nás padla ta odpov¥dnost, pro£ se od nás £ekalo, ºe budeme moudré
jako sta°í kn¥ºí, ºe budeme v¥d¥t, jak dovést lidi k n¥£emu, co nikdo nechce, a ºe
n¥jak dokáºeme, aby se cítili dob°e. <EP>

91. "You should be trying to trick me," the burned pilot told his interrogators, "make
me speak German, which I can, by the way, ask me about Don Bradman.
"M¥li byste to na m¥ zkusit s n¥jakou lstí," °ekl popálený pilot svým vy²et°ovatel·m.
"Donu´te m¥ mluvit n¥mecky, coº mimochodem umím, zeptejte se m¥ na Dona
Bradmana. <EP>

92. When he was a child his father had bunched up his �ngers and, disguising all but
the tips of them, made him guess which was the long one.
Kdyº byl je²t¥ malý kluk, tatínek sev°el dohromady prsty a ukryl je aº na kone£ky
a nechal ho hádat, který prst je ten nejdel²í. <EP>

93. He was still annoyed the girl had stayed with him when he defused the bomb, as if
by that she had made him owe her something.
Dosud ho trápilo, ºe kdyº zne²kod¬oval bombu, d¥v£e s ním z·stalo. Jako by ho
tím nutila, aby jí n¥co dluºil. <EP>

94. Making him feel in retrospect responsible for her, though there was no thought of
that at the time.
Jako by v n¥m zp¥tn¥ vyvolávala pocit, ºe je za ni odpov¥dný, t°ebaºe v té chvíli
na to nikdo nemyslel. <EP>

95. And something in him made him step back from even the naive innocence of such
a remark.
A cosi v jeho nitru ho p°im¥lo uhnout i p°ed naivní nevinností takové poznámky.
<EP>

96. Will make the shell�sh grin.
²keble se nejspí² za£nou smát <EP>

97. How can Kip love you if you are not smart enough to make him stop risking his
life?"
Jak t¥ Kip v·bec m·ºe milovat, kdyº nejse² natolik chytrá, abys ho zastavila, aby
uº neriskoval ºivot?" <EP>

98. Sometimes she cups a hand over the glass funnel and blows out the �ame, and
sometimes she leaves it burning and ducks under it and enters through the open
�aps, to crawl in against his body, the arm she wants, her tongue instead of a swab,
her tooth instead of a needle, her mouth instead of the mask with the codeine drops
to make him sleep, to make his immortal ticking brain slow into sleepiness.
N¥kdy p°iklopí ruku p°es sklen¥ný cylindr a plamínek sfoukne, jindy ho nechá ho°et
a p°ikr£í se pod lampou a vklouzne do otev°eného stanu, schoulen¥ leze k jeho t¥lu,
k paºi, kterou pot°ebuje, jazyk místo tamponu, zuby místo jehly, ústa místo masky
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s kapkami kodeinu, aby ho uspala, aby jeho nesmrtelný £inorodý mozek zvolna
p°ivedla k spánku. <EP>

99. Some old Arab poet's woman, whose white-dove shoulders made him describe an
oasis with her name.
Po ºen¥ n¥jakého dávného arabského básníka, jejíº b¥loskvoucí ramena ho vedla k
tomu, ozna£it oázu jejím jménem. <EP>

100. Sometimes for my exam I make them play bridge.
N¥kdy je na zkou²ku nechávám hrát bridº. <EP>

101. As he pulled it along, a third bomb exploded a quarter of a mile away and the sky
lit up, making even the arc lights seem subtle and human.
Zrovna kdyº ji vlekl, vybuchla t°etí bomba necelé £tvrt míle od toho místa a obloha
se rozjasnila, ºe i ta oblouková sv¥tla vypadala lidsky k°ehce. <EP>

102. Something makes us believe it.
N¥co nás nutí tomu v¥°it. <EP>

A.2 get

103. "`Oh, that was easy,' says Man, and for an encore goes on to prove that black is
white and gets himself killed on the next zebra crossing.
`To to ale bylo snadné,' libuje si £lov¥k, a protoºe je²t¥ nemá dost, dokáºe, ºe £erné
je bílé, a na nejbliº²ím p°echodu ho zajede auto. <HG>

104. "No, I think if it's all the same to you," he said, "I'd better get you both shoved
into this airlock and then go and get on with some other bits of shouting I've got
to do."
"Helejto, jestli je vám to fuk, "vypadlo z n¥j," tak vás ra£i ²oupnu do tý p°echodový
komory a pak si pudu vodbejt ¬áký °vaní, co mám za úkol." <HG>

105. "That's it," said Zaphod with the sort of grin that would get most people locked
away in a room with soft walls.
"P°esn¥," potvrdil Zafod se svitem v oku, jenº by v¥t²inu lidí bezpe£n¥ dostal do
vypolstrované cely. <HG>

106. If I were you, Dixon, I should take all the steps I possibly could to get this article
accepted in the next month or so.
"Na va²em míst¥, Dixone, bych podnikl v²echny kroky, aby n¥kde ten £lánek b¥hem
p°í²tího m¥síce p°ijali. <LJ>

107. Thank you very much, I should love to come,' Dixon said, thinking he must get
Margaret to do some intelligence-work on the something he'd probably be called
upon to lend a hand with.
"D¥kuji, velice rád," °ekl Dixon, umi¬uje si, ºe musí donutit Margaretu, aby provedla
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zpravodajský pr·zkum pravd¥podobných moºností, o jakou pomoc by mohl být
poºádán. <LJ>

108. I remember being terri�ed they'd tell the police and get me carted o� to a police
hospital - are there such things, James? - but they were just angelic; they couldn't
have been nicer.
Pamatuji se, jaký jsem m¥la strach, ºe zavolají policii a dají m¥ p°evézt na policejní
odd¥lení - existuje v·bec policejní nemocnice, Jamesi? -, ale chovali se prost¥
nádhern¥; nemohli být laskav¥j²í. <LJ>

109. He'd said he would, meaning to turn up, but in the event he hadn't been able to
get his next day's lecture written up in time, nor, he realised, had the prospect of
another conference about Catchpole seemed inviting when ten o'clock came.
�ekl, ºe p°ijde, a skute£n¥ cht¥l, ale kdyº se p°iblíºila desátá, uv¥domil si, ºe by
si nesta£il p°ipravit na zít°ek p°edná²ku, nehled¥ na to, ºe se mu dal²í podrobný
rozbor p°ípadu Catchpole nezdál dostate£n¥ lákavý. <LJ>

110. The huge class that contained Margaret was destined to provide his own womenfolk
: those in whom the intention of being attractive could sometimes be made to
get itself confused with performance; those with whom a too-tight skirt, a wrong-
coloured, or no, lipstick, even an ill-executed smile could instantly discredit that
illusion beyond apparent hope of renewal.
Pro n¥j byl pouze ²iroký sortiment ºen typu Margarety. �en, u kterých úmysl
hezky vypadat mohl být n¥kdy omylem pokládán za cosi blíºícího se vzhlednosti;
ºen, u kterých p°íli² úzká sukn¥, ²patn¥ zvolená nebo ºádná rt¥nka, nebo dokonce
neobratn¥ provedený úsm¥v mohly tuto ilusi zdánliv¥ navºdy rozbít. <LJ>

111. How long would it be before he could persuade her �rst to open, then to empty, her
locker of reproaches, as preliminary to the huge struggle of getting her to listen to
his apologies?
Jak dlouho se bude muset snaºit, aby nejprve otev°ela a pak vyprázdnila bednu
vý£itek, které budou nezbytnou p°edehrou vy£erpávajícího zápasu o moºnost p°im¥t
ji, aby vyslechla jeho omluvu? <LJ>

112. If Welch didn't speak in the next �ve seconds, he'd do some- thing which would get
himself �ung out without possible question - not the things he 'd often dreamed of
when sitting next door pretending to work.
Jestliºe Welch b¥hem p°í²tích p¥ti vte°in nepromluví, ud¥lá n¥co, za£ bude vyhozen
bez dal²ích otázek - ale n¥co jiného, neº o £em snil, sedaje v sousedním pokoji a
p°edstíraje práci. <LJ>

113. It had taken him the whole of an evening in the Oak Lounge and a great deal of
expense and hypocrisy to get her to admit that she still had a grievance against
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him, and more of the same sorts of commodity to persuade her to de�ne, amplify,
discuss, moderate and �nally abandon it.
Stálo ho to celý jeden ve£er u vý£epu, s vynaloºením zna£ných výdaj· a pokrytectví,
neº ji donutil k p°iznání, ºe se na n¥j stále zlobí, a dal²í mnoºství téhoº, neº ji p°im¥l
de�novat, speci�kovat, prodiskutovat, pak zmírnit a nakonec potla£it zaujetí, které
v·£i n¥mu chovala. <LJ>

114. I must go and see the doc and get him to give me something.
Musím jít k doktorovi, aby mi n¥co p°edepsal. <LJ>

115. Shall I get Neddy to ask me down for tea at the week-end?'
Mám se pokusit, aby m¥ Neddy pozval v sobotu nebo v ned¥li k sva£in¥?" <LJ>

116. I'll ring up the Welches for you now and get the Professor to ring you.
Zavolám k Welchovým a poºádám, aby vás zavolal. <LJ>

117. I can't get her to say anything.'
"Nem·ºu z ní dostat ani slovo." <LJ>

118. Still, the point is that he gets me all lined up for the Ball, with a hint of other things
to follow and then tells me he's not taking me after all in front of that mother of
his, and in front of dear Margaret too. That's what annoyed me in the �rst place.
Ale o to nejde. M¥ doºralo, ºe mi nejd°ív slíbí ples a potom je²t¥ leccos dal²ího,
a v poslední chvíli °ekne, ºe se mnou nikam nejde, a dokonce p°ed svou matkou a
drahou²kem Margaretou. <LJ>

119. He tried to get her to walk o� with him, but she stayed where she was in the
doorway, the lights from the corridor throwing her face into shadow.
Pokusil se ji odvést, ale z·stala stát ve dve°ích, kterými padalo do ulice sv¥tlo z
chodby. Její tvá° byla ve stínu. <LJ>

120. People get themselves all steamed up about whether they're in love or not, and
can't work it out, and their decisions go all to pot.
Lidé si oby£ejn¥ lámou hlavu, jestli se zamilovali nebo ne, nevyznají se v tom a
jejich rozhodování vypadá podle toho. <LJ>

121. The di�erence is that they can get their brains going on that, instead of taking the
sound of the word "love" as a signal for switching them o�.
Rozdíl je v tom, ºe n¥komu se práv¥ tehdy mozek rozjede, místo aby se mu p°i
pouhém slov¥ "láska" automaticky zastavil. <LJ>

122. It's just been me �ying o� the handle in one way and another, and you rather
reluctantly trying to get me to grow up.
Vºdycky m¥ n¥co chytlo tak nebo jinak a vy jste se cht¥ necht¥ snaºil, abyste m¥
p°ivedl k rozumu. <LJ>
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123. Ah, wait a minute; he'd get Barclay to �nd him a book on medieval music.
Moment ; m·ºe poºádat Barclayho, aby mu na²el knihu o st°edov¥ké hudb¥. <LJ>

124. But my God, go to most places and try and get someone turfed out merely because
he's too stupid to pass his exams � it'd be easier to sack a prof.
Ale proboha, jen to zkuste na v¥t²in¥ men²ích ²kol n¥koho vyrazit jen proto, ºe má
v hlav¥ piliny a nem·ºe ud¥lat zkou²ky - to se vám spí² poda°í vyhodit profesora.
<LJ>

125. Well, if I �nd you playing this sort of trick again, or any sort of bloody clever trick,
I'll break your horrible neck for you and get you dismissed from your job as well.
Understand?'
Tedy : jestli mi to je²t¥ jednou provedete, nebo jestli mi v·bec n¥co takového je²t¥
jednou provedete, zp°eráºím vám pazoury a dám vás vyhodit ze ²koly, rozum¥l
jste?" <LJ>

126. I thought we got all that settled yesterday.
"Myslela jsem, ºe jsme tohle v²echno v£era vy°e²ili. <LJ>

127. Have you ever thought what slow work it must be getting even half a page of foot-
notes set up?'
Uv¥domujete si, jaká je to pomalá práce, vysázet t°ebas jenom p·l stránky vysv¥tlivek?"
<LJ>

128. It's a great pity he's managed to get my niece tied up with him, a great pity.
�koda, ºe se s ním ta moje nete° zapletla, na mou du²i ²koda. <LJ>

129. It would save us a lot of trouble if we could get it working ...'
U²et°ilo by nám spoustu potíºí, kdybychom ho dokázali uvést do provozu . . . <RR>

130. Something brushed lightly against his hair; he had been too busy to get it cut, and
would have to do something about that before he next put on a space-helmet...
N¥co se mu lehce dotklo vlas·, m¥l p°íli² mnoho práce, neº aby se dal ost°íhat,
a pomyslel si, ºe s tím bude muset n¥co podniknout, neº si zase nasadí na hlavu
p°ílbu kosmického skafandru... <RR>

131. To increase their rate of coverage, the four explorers had now spread out through
the crystal columns and were taking photographs as quickly as they could get their
cameras focused on the �eeting images. This was an astonishing piece of luck, Nor-
ton told himself, though he felt that he had earned it;
Aby zv¥t²ili sv·j ak£ní rádius, £ty°i pr·zkumníci se mezi k°i²´álovými sloupy rozd¥lili
a fotografovali takovou rychlostí, ºe jen sta£ili na prchavé obrazce zam¥°ovat kamery.
Tohle je úºasné ²t¥stí, °íkal si Norton, t°ebaºe m¥l dojem, ºe si je zaslouºili; <RR>

132. We can probably get someone to drive you up.
Nepochybn¥ n¥koho seºeneme, kdo vás tam zaveze. <EP>
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133. "Get your Italian friend to �nd seeds for you, he seems capable in that category.
" Musíte p°im¥t svého italského p°ítele, aby vám sehnal semena, je z°ejm¥ v tomhle
sm¥ru schopný. <EP>

134. The only way I could get her to communicate was to ask her to read to me . . . Do
you realize neither of us has children?"
Já ji poºádal, aby mi £etla, a jedin¥ tím se mi poda°ilo, ºe za£ala komunikovat . . .
Uv¥domujete si, ºe ani vy, ani já nemáme d¥ti?" <EP>

135. "Then she met that Potter at school and they left and got married and had you,
and of course I knew you'd be just the same, just as strange, just as � as � abnormal
� and then, if you please, she went and got herself blown up and we got landed with
you!"
"Potom se seznámila s tím Potterem, a kdyº vy²li ²kolu, vzali se a m¥li spolu tebe,
a já jsem samoz°ejm¥ v¥d¥la, ºe bude² taky takový, stejn¥ divný, stejn¥ - stejn¥
nenormální, a potom, kdyº laskav¥ dovolí², se dala vyhodit do pov¥t°í a tys nám
z·stal na krku!" <HP>

136. "He usually gets me ter do important stu� fer him.
"Vobvykle m¥ posílá za°izovat d·leºitý v¥ci. <HP>

137. "If either of you get us caught, I'll never rest until I've learned that Curse of the
Bogies Quirrell told us about, and used it on you.
"Jestli nás kv·li n¥komu z vás chytí, nedám si pokoj, dokud se nenau£ím tu satan-
skou kletbu, o které nám °íkal Quirrell, a neprokleju vás." <HP>

138. "Shut up, Peeves � please � you'll get us thrown out."
"Bu¤ zticha, Protivo - prosím - nebo nás vyhodí." <HP>

139. Disgusted that the Slytherins had lost, he had tried to get everyone laughing at
how a wide-mouthed tree frog would be replacing Harry as Seeker next.
Vadilo mu, ºe Zmijozel prohrál, a snaºil se v²ecky rozesmát tím, ºe p°í²t¥ bude
místo Harryho hrát chyta£e n¥jaká rosni£ka, pon¥vadº dokáºe stejn¥ roztáhnout
hubu. <HP>

140. They sat by the hour eating anything they could spear on a toasting fork � bread,
English mu�ns, marshmallows � and plotting ways of getting Malfoy expelled,
which were fun to talk about even if they wouldn't work.
Vysedávali tam dlouhé hodiny a jedli v²ecko, co se dalo nabodnout na opékací vidlici
- chleba, kolá£ky, ibi²kové pokroutky - a vymý²leli si zp·soby, jak dostat Malfoye
ze ²koly; uºili spoustu legrace, kdyº se o nich bavili, i kdyº v¥d¥li, ºe jim k ni£emu
nebudou. <HP>
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141. Ron knew them so well he never had trouble getting them to do what he wanted.
Ron je znal tak dob°e, ºe je vºdycky bez obtíºí p°im¥l, aby ud¥laly práv¥ to, co si
p°ál. <HP>

142. It's not exactly a secret we hate him, Dumbledore'll think we made it up to get him
sacked .
Není ºádné tajemství, ºe ho nemáme rádi; Brumbál si °ekne, ºe jsme si to v²ecko
vymysleli, abychom ho vystrnadili ze ²koly. <HP>

A.3 have

143. It says that the e�ect of a Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster is like having your brains
smashed out by a slice of lemon wrapped round a large gold brick.
Vypít Pangalaktický megacloumák je podle Stopa°ova pr·vodce asi jako nechat si
vyrazit mozek z hlavy plátkem citrónu obaleným kolem masívní zlaté cihly. <HG>

144. "Get o�," said Ford, "They're ours," giving him a look that would have an Algolian
Suntiger get on with what it was doing.
"Vodpal, to jsou na²e piva," °ekl Ford a vrhl na n¥j pohled, který by p°im¥l i
algolského slune£ního tygra, aby si hled¥l svého. <HG>

145. I'll have you hung, drawn and quartered!
Dám vás pov¥sit, vlá£et a roz£tvrtit! <HG>

146. His right-hand head looked round casually, said "hi" and went back to having his
teeth picked .
Pravá hlava jen zb¥ºn¥ vzhlédla, °ekla "ahoj" a dál si nechala ²´ourat v zubech.
<HG>

147. I imagine old Welch had this part of the house built on.
"Welch si tuhle £ást domu asi dal p°istav¥t. <LJ>

148. Which would be worst : mending them himself, which would involve �nding, or
more likely re-buying, the required materials, having them repaired at a shop, which
meant remembering to ask someone where such a shop could be found, remembering
to take the trousers to it and remembering to fetch and pay for them, or asking
Miss Cutler to do them?
Která alternativa je hor²í : spravit si je sám, coº by znamenalo nalézt nebo spí²
znovu koupit pot°ebné rekvisity, nebo si je dát spravit, coº by zase znamenalo
pamatovat si, ºe se musí n¥koho zeptat, kde by mu je spravili, pamatovat si, ºe tam
musí kalhoty zanést, a pamatovat si, ºe zase pro n¥ musí jít a zaplatit za n¥, nebo
kone£n¥ poºádat sle£nu Cutlerovou, aby mu je spravila? <LJ>
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149. "I thought, as we do not have to begin till the middle of next week, I'd have some
of the unit come down to Home Farm.
"�íkal jsem si, ºe kdyº máme za£ít aº uprost°ed p°í²tího týdne, vezmu £ást jednotky
k sob¥ na farmu. <EP>

150. "Very well," he said, handing it back to Hagrid," I will have Someone take you
down to both vaults.
"Dobrá," °ekl a vrátil ho Hagridovi. "Po²lu n¥koho, aby s vámi sjel dol· do obou
trezor·. <HP>

151. "Got to have that ruddy tail removed before he goes to Smeltings."
"Musí si dát u°íznout ten zatracený ocásek, neº nastoupí do Smeltings." <HP>

152. "Harry, please relax, or Madam Pomfrey will have me thrown out.
"Neroz£iluj se, Harry, nebo m¥ madame Pomfreyová vyºene." <HP>
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